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accurate method of determining secondary stresses in thti-
uniform beams of closed cross section is herein presented.

The cr&ss sections are assumed to be preserved by closefi spaced-rigid
diaphragms. In section I the integrodifferentialequation governing
axial displacements is formulated and solved for a beam without longi-
tudinal stiffeners. In section II the corresponding summation-
difference equation is developed and solved for a beam with stiffeners
(flanges and stringers). The cross section, loading distribution, and
end conditions are assumed to be arbitrary.

By introducing generali~ed difference equations the mathematical
analysis for the stiffened beam may be performed in a manner exactly
analogous to the process used for the unstiffened beam. A separation
of variables in the homogeneous equation leads to the natural stress or
displacement modes for a cross section. The solution of the nonhomo-
geneous eqution is then expressed as an expansion in terms of the
natural stress modes. Particular attention is given to cross sections
with single symmetry and double synmetry.

HISTORICAL Nom

Reference will be mde only to papers which give exact solutions
for beams having rigid bulkheads with monocoque (unstiffened) or semi.-
monocoque (stiffened) sections. In most cases the solutions for semi-
monocoque sections are those obtained by r6placing the true section by
an idealized section in which the normal stresses are carried on a
finite nuniberof stiffeners and uniformly d@tributed shear flows are
carried on tie connecting webs or wall elements.

If an idealized cross section has only three stiffeners, or flanges,
the distribution of axial stress must be planar and there are no sec-
ondary stresses. The doubly symmetrical rectangular idealized section
with four flanges was introduced and analyzed byEbner in 1933

_.——— ——.-————



2 NACA TN 2529

(reference 1). This cross section has one secondary stress mode which
occurs under torsional loading. Ebner considered such modifications of
the problem as the effects of web buckling, shear defo~tion of the
ribs, and finite rib spacing. The solution for the four-flange doubly
symmetrical section was also determined independentlyby Grzedzielski
in 193k (reference 2).1 TMs author recognized the importance of
idealizing the cross section for stress-analysispurposes. A compari-
son of the solution for the four-flange section in torsion with experi-
mental tests on a box beam was givenby Kuhn in 1935 (reference 4).

A four-flange section with curved webs of arbitrary shape was
analyzed by Elrste in 1937 (reference 5). This author gave the loca-
tion of the principal shear axes for any arbitrary cross section. He
also gave the formulas for the associated shearing section properties.
The torsional section constant was called the central moment of inertia,
while the areas resistant to horizontal and vertical shear were called
the reduced areas. This author also located the zero-warping atis for
a four-flangebeam. He showed that warping displacements in a four-
flange beam are due entirely to the torque about the zero-warping atis.

The first exact solution for a secondary stress mode in bending
was given byKti in 1937 (reference 6). The cross gection considered
by him was a rectangular, five-flange, open section in which the bot-
tom wall was missing. The section was symmetrical about a vertical axis
and had a single central stringer on the top wall. Experimental test
results were compared with the theoretical solution. ‘“

A general solution for stiffened beams of arbitrary cross section
was given byEbner and K6~ler in 1937 (reference 7). The beam was
assumed to have rigid or elastic stiffening rings at finite spacing and
to carry bending or torsional loads. The secondary self-equilibrating
stress distributionswere chosen in an arbitrary manner. Energy prin-
ciples were used to determine the span@se variation of the secondary
stress distributions. The underlying tiewpoint of the analysis con-
sisted of regarding the structure as a space framework. The calcula-
tion effort required by the method is so extensive as to make the method
impracticable except for a beam having a small number of stiffeners and
stiffening rings. The specific cross sections considered in detail by
Ebner and K6~ler were elliptical sections with four stiffeners and with
six stiffeners hating double symmetry. They also considered a circular
section with twelve stiffeners and double symmetry. These authors did
not introduce the principal shear axes or the associated section

—

‘The formulas of reference 2 are derived ina different manner in
reference 3 where a corrected formula is given for the rate of twist at
the root of a cantilever beam.
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properties. A comparison was given between theory and experiment for
a beam of circular cross section.

Following the method of analysis that had been given by Kirste, a
more comprehensive treatment of the four-flange beam of arbitrary cross
section was given by Drymael in 1941 (reference 8). This author gave
many new formulas and equations for the three-flange section and the
four-flange section. He gave a careful, detailed study of the geometric
properties of the shear-carryingarea of idealized stiffened section~.
He showed that the “reduced areas” are a maximum and a minimum with
respect to the princi~l shear axes. He also showed that the “central
moment of inertia” is a minimum when computed with respect to the prin-
cipal sheara=s. Formulas applicable to arbitrary cross sections were
given for lateral deflections due to shearing strains in thin-walled
beams. Strangely enough, these formulas, even today, are not well-
known even though the deflections due to shearing strains are of appre-
ciable importance in aeroelastic and dynamic analysis of airplanes.

The first exact analysis for a beam of monocoque, or unstiffened,
cross section was given by Von K&&n and Chien in 1946 (reference 9).
Their solution is limited in its applicability to sections having double
symmetry. They considered only the torsion case and assumed the beam
to have closely spaced rigid diaphragms. The integrodifferentialequa-
tions governing the axial displacementswere formulated and solved for
a semi-infinite cantilever beam acted upon by a torque at the tip.
Stress distributionswere.obtained for a rectangular section and a
rectanglelike section with rounded corners.

A very general and comprehensive exact analysis of beams with
rigid diaphra~ was given by Hadji-Argyris and Dunne in 1947 (refer-
ence 10). The end conditions, loading conditions, and cross section
were considered to be arbitrary. Conical as well as uniform beams were

J analyzed with multicell or single-cell cross sections. Both open and
closed cross sections ~ere considered with and without stiffeners. It -
is impossible to summarize the contents of the paper here because of
its great length. The method of analysis used by these authors is
entirely different from that employed by Von I&m&n and Chien. The
differencesbetween the methods are discussed in the teti. These
authors found a zero-warpingaxis to be associated with each secondary
stress mode corresponding to the axis found by’Kirste for the four-
flange section. They illustrated clearly the large difference which
may etist in the positions of the zero-warping axis and the shear center
for a four-flange beam. A detailed analysis of a four-flange tapered
wing with cut-outs was presented.

Specific formulas were givenby Kempner in 1947 (reference 11) for
a six-flange doubly symmetricalhexagonal section. A five-flange open
section, obtained by removing the bottom webs and bottom stringer, was

.
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also considered. The beam
Theoretical solutions were

was subjected
compared with

been previously ptilished by P&erson in
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to vertical bending loads only.
experimental results which had
1945 (reference 12).

A rather simple method of analysis was given by Levy in 1947
(reference 13) for beams with arbitrary stiffened cross sections but
Mmited to beams with finite bulkhead spacing. The loading was assumed
to consist of concentrated loads applied at the intersections of the
ribs and spars. The solution involved the use of equilibrium conditions
and an energy principle. The method is applicable to beams with cut-
outs and sweepback. However, a comparison of theoretical solutions by
Levy’s method with experimental results, for a swept beam, was given by
Bisplinghoff in 1949 (reference 14) and did not show satisfactory agree-
ment. Deflections rather than stresses were compared. In the theory of
Levy and the beams tested by Bisplinghoff the ribs of the swept beam
were parallel to the plane of symmetry of the airplane.

The solution for a swept beam with closely spaced diaphragms was
given by Wittrick in 1948 (reference 15). The method of analysis used
was an extension of the theory of Hadji-Argyris and Dunne (reference 10)
to include the effect of sweepback. The general integrodifferential
equation for the stress function for a beam of arbitrary cross section
was formulated. Specific solutions were given for uniform and
exponentially varytng section torque and bending moment.

An erect solution for a single-cellmonocoque (unstiffened)beam
with closely spaced diaphragms was given by Adadurov in 194-8(refer-
ence 16). The cross section and loading were assumed to be arbitrary.
This author introduced a stress function hating its first derivative
proportional to the axial displacementsand second derivatives propor-
tional to the stresses. The method is actually a nclnormodification of
the method of Von K&m&n and Chien (reference9) but is extended to
arbitrary cross sections and loading. The author’s method of solution
is unwieldy because he failed to introduce the principal shear axes. No
specific solutio~ were obtained.

Two specific solutions for swept beams were given by Thompson and
Wittrick in 1949 (reference 17) using the theory that had been pre-
viously published by Wittrick (referen:e 15). The first solution was
given for a singly symmetrical trapezoidal section with four flangee
and closely syaced diaphrags located in a skewed position with respect
to the afis of the beam. The walls were assumed to carry both normal
and shearing stresses. The loading consisted of a concentratedmoment
and a concentrated torque at either end (the St. Venant problem). In
the second example the cross eection was a doubly symmetrical rectangle
and the loading was assumed to produce a section torque varying -
exponentially.

f. . ——
—.— - —-—— .—— —.
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A geneml analysis of sti?fened beams with ar%itrary cross sec-
tions was given by Duberg in a thesis submitted to the University of
Illinois (Feb. 19~). An abstract of this thesis was pdiiished s@-
sequently by Duberg in 1949 (reference 18). The problem treated by
this author may be regarded as an extension of the four-flange problem
treated bylCirste and Drymael to sections with more than foux stiff-
eners. The method of solution used by IHrste and Drymael cannot be
extended directly to more than four flanges and new methods of solution
are required. Duberg’s method of solution reseniblesthat of Von K&m&n
and Chien in that the atial displacementswere chosen as the unknown to
be determined. Principal shear axes play an essential role in this
method of analysis and convenient formulas were given for their calcu-
lation. The formulas correspond closely to those given by ICLrsteand

mela Numerical methods were employed to obtain two solutions for
cantilever beams having rectangular cross sections with single symmetry.
Both finite rib spacing and closely spaced ribs were considered.

The method of analysis to be given in this paper maybe considered
as an alternative to the method of Hadji-Argyris and Dunne. It corre-
sponds to, and employs ideas contained in, the papers by I&rate,
Drymaelj Von K&m& and Chien, and Duberg.

This work was originally a thesis for the degree of doctor of
philosophy at the.California Institute of Techno~ogy and has been made
available to the NACA for publication because of

I- BEAMS HAVING THIN-WAILED UNSTIFFENED

Introduction

its general interest.

CROSS SECTIONS

In section I the beam will be assumed to have a thin-walled,
unstiffened cross section. It will be assumed to consist of a single
cell without corners. This is the shrplest and most convenient section
to consider in developing a rational theory for the determination of
secondary stresses in thin-walled beams of arbitrary cross section. The
loading conditions and end conditions for the beam maybe of any
arbitrary nature. The beam is assumed to be of uniform section with
no cut-outs.

The wall of the cross section is assumed to be sufficiently thin
that one may consider the stresses to be uniformly distributed over the
thickness of the wall. The thin shell then acts essentially as a
membrane. The shell is assumed to be stabilizedby closely spaced
rigid diaphragms which preserve the cross-sectional shape of the beam
under the action of loads. It tillbe assumed throughout the analysis
that the diaphragms are infinitely stiff in their own planes but

_— —. — —-—-- -–.—- —..-—- .——-—--- ——— --—————-——— ‘-
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completely free to
only one which has

warp out of their planes.
a significant effect upon
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This assumption is the
the final resuits and is,

thus, the principal source of any error which may be contained in the
solution.

Upon replacing the real, physical beam by a similar beam having
rigid diaphragms, one obtains a well-defined problem in stress analysis
for which exact soltiions can be obtained. Such exact solutions of the
similar beam may, in most cases, be regarded as “accurate” (but not
exact) solutions for the real, physical beam. One may also obtain
approdnate solutions for the similar beam with rigid diaphra~s. Such
solutions may be regarded as ‘approximate” solutions for the real
physical beam. Many such approximate solutions have been published for
beams having simple cross sections.

symbols

A

Aw

AH

Av

%i,CHiJcVi

E

E’=E
l-up

f

F

g

G

h

H

cell area

area of monocoque cross section

horizontal shear-resistantarea

vertical shear-resistantarea

section constants associated with ith stress mode

Young’s modulus

transverse distribution of axial displacements or normal
stresses

stress function

spanwise variation of afial displacements

shearing modulus of elasticity

spanwise variation of normal stress

horizontal section shear
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1=

‘P

Ix

5

J

%

%

P

r

s

t

tw

T

u

v

v

w

central moment of inertia

polar moment of inertia

moment of inertia about ~-atis

moment of inertia about ~-axis

torsion constant .

bending moment about %-axis

bending moment about ~-axis

normal-stress flow in monocoque sections

ap@ied horizontal loading

applied vertical loading

axial force in beam

shear flow

radius to a tangent

tangential coordinate

applied torsional

wall thickness of

section torque

lcding

monocoque sections

horizontal displacement

vertical displacement

vertical section shear

axial displacement

rectangular coordinates

centroidal coordinates

angle between tangent and x-axis

..— —-. —.. — — .— ..—
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7 shearing strain

e normal strain

e angle between prir$ipl
axe8

L characteristicnumber

(

G
v = – ; also Poisson’s ratio

E

WCA TN 2529

bending axes and principal shear

9 angle of twist (rotation)

k tangential displacement

(s normal stress

T shearing stress

Fun&mentalE quations of Elasticity

The beam and coordinate system are shown in figure 1. Boundary
conditions on stresses or displacementsmust be known at each end of
the beam. A segment of the curved wall is shown in figure 2(a). It is
convenient to introduce the coordinate s which is measured around the
periphery of the beam along the center line of the wall. A point in
the wall of the beam maybe located by giving the values of s and z
rather than the values of x, y, and z. The coordinate s and the
shear flow q are considered to be positive in the counterclockwise
directional shown in figure 2(a).

The differential element dsdz is shown in figure 2(b) with the
forces which act on it in the axial direction. The remaining forces
which act on the element are shown in figures 2(c) and 2(d). Assuming
that Hooke’s law is applicable, the stresses and strains are relatedby
the following well-lmnrn equations:

Uz - ~s = E~z (1)

.

U8 - Wz = EE8

‘Sz = G7az

(2)

(3)
,,

u

...____ ._—
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Because of
immediately set

9

assumption of infinitely stiff diaphragms, one may
equal to zero, since such diaphragms would prevent

any strain in the wall in the tangential direction. Using eqwtion (2)
the following equation is obtained:

~s =0

1

(4)
us = Paz

l?romthis equation the tangential normal stress my be computed at any
point after the atial normal stress distribution has been determined.
Equation (4) may be mibstituted in equation (1) to obtain Uz in terms
of CZ*

where

The strains at a
placement w and the
well-known equations:

()E.‘z = =E’6Z
l-112ez

EEf=—
l-jlp

(5a)

(!%)

point maybe expressed in terms of the atial dis-
tangential displacement ~ by the following

(6a)

(6tI)

The axial displacement is measured as positive in the positive direction
of the z-axis while the tangential displacement is positive in the posi-
tive direction of the s coordinate, that is, counterclockwise. The
stress as and the strain 68 do not appear in the analysis henceforth

and the subscripts of the remaining stresses and strains will be dropped
with the following change of notation: a = az, G = Ez, T=T 829

and 7 = 782. Multiplying equations (6) by the appropriate moduli of

.— —. -.—.. ~ —- ————-- —————
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elasticity gives the following formulas for stresses in terms of
displacements:

(7a)

(’P)

The last fundamental equation which is required for the analysis is
that which expresses the law of equilibrium of forces acting on a dif-
ferential wall element in the axial direction. These forces, as shown
in figure 2(b), lead to the followihg well-known equation:

(8)

I?ormtion of Second-Order Equations

Equations (’i’a),(1%), and (8) must be solved simultaneously.
~i3Sf5_bhr@5.SqUatiOIMCOIdX3iIIthe four ~WIM3 U, T, E, and w. By
conibiningthese equations in various ways, three different second-order
differential equations maybe obtained. These three equations express
relations between the displacement ~ and one of the three vari-
ables cr,T, or w in the following forms:

&+E’ a2v ap~——
as2

-0
Gaz2 +&_%-

#u+E’ a2u a3g o.— + E’
a# G az2 as az2 =

3
- Ef :2;

a2T+E’ a2T _—— 0
s G az2

(9a)

(m)

(9C)

The first of the above equations maybe obtained immediatelyby
mibstituting equations (7a) and (7%) into equation (8). Equation (9b)
is most easily derived by differentiatingequation (9a) with respect
to z and multiplying each termby E’. Substitution of equation (Ta)
then gives equation (9b). In order to derive equation (9c) one may
differentiate equation (’i’a)with respect to s and equation (1%) with
respect to z to obtain

.

.

.—.
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and

hT h2Wz= G&-z+

Subtracting from the above eqution the

Differentiating the above equation with
with respect to s gives

~ a25

az2

preceding one gives

G a2t

az2

respect to z and equation (8)

and

G h2T G h2u.—

“ aB2
‘mm=o

Adding the above equations and multiplying by E’/G gives
equation (9c).

The fact that equation (%) maybe obtained from equation (9a] “
indicates that there is a close mathematical association between the
axial displacement w and the normal stress cr. A stress function F,
introduced by Hadji-Argyris and Dunne (reference 10), bears a similar
close relationship to the shearing stress. In extending the analysis
to semimonocoque,or stiffened, sections it is advantageous to use
shear flow as an unknown rather than shearing stress. The shear flow
and normal-stress flow are defined by the equations

p=t# (lOa)

(lOb)

where ~ is the wall thickness and will be considered to be a constant
for convenience. The stress flows are related to the stress function
by the equations

—.. — _ ——..—— . —— —...—— — –-—— . .
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P=E
(11.a)

(llb) 1

In equation (llb) the term ~ is the shear fluw that may be computed
from the section torque T with the formula from the torsion theory
of St. Venant

(12)

where A is the area of the cell
If equations (11) are substituted
equilibrium, it will be seen that
stress function.

It is now possible to obtain

formed by the center line of the wall.
into equation (8), the equation of
the equation is satisfied by any

a second-order equation relating F
to the displacement g. Multiplying equations (7) by ~ and
substituting equations (11) into them gives

%-

or

E’ aF aw a! E’
= -E’t -E’~~+~%

7% w~
\

Differentiating the first of these equations with respect to s, the
last with respect to z, and adding give

&+E’#F—_+Ei~

aB2 G az2

A second-order equation maybe obtained
entiating with respect to z.

a2~ E!aqo
—=7Yazaz2

(13)

for the shear flowby differ-

.

-..

——. . —.—
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.

The quantity ~ may be inserted into the first term since it is a
function of z only. Substituting equation (llb) gives

(14)

It should be noted that this equation is also obtained immediately by
multiplying through equation (9c)’by ~.

It is now seen that the solution to the stress problem may be
obtained by solving any one of the four equations (9a)j (%) j (13)~
or (14). In each case the first step must be the elimination of the
tangential displacement 5. This elimination from equations.(9a)
or (9b) is obtained through considerations of equilibrium between
internal stresses and external loads. On the other hand, the elimina-
tion of ~ from equations (13) and (14) is obtained through considera-
tion of the necessity for continuity of the axial displacements. Con-
sequently the process of solution for equations (9a) and (9b) is
entirely different from that required for equations (13) and (14). Thus
the two possible methods of solution differ, essentially, in the order
in which one must introduce the concepts of equilibrium and continuity
into the analysis. The analysis of Hadji-Argyri.sand Dunne (refer-
ence 10) involved the solution of equation (13) while the analysis of
Von @“rm&n and Chien (reference 9), and also that of Duberg (refer-
ence 18), is based upon equation (9a). The analysis of this paper will
be based on both equations (9a) and ($%). No further consideration
willbe givento equations (13) and (14).

Principal Shea”rAxes and Associated Section Properties

In the development of an exact analysis in which @al displace-
ments, or normal stresses, are considered to be the unknowns, it is
found to be very convenient to use coordinate axes in the cross section
which have been called the principal shear axes. Convenient formulas
for computing the location of these axes were givenby Duberg (refer-
ence 18). At any given point of the wall a tangent to the center line
maybe drawn as shown in figure 3(a). The radius fr~ the origin of
the principal shear axes to the tangent is indicated as r while the
angle made by the tangent with the positive direction of the x-axis,
measured positively in the counterclockwisedirection from the axis,
is indicated as a. The location of the principal shear axes is defined
in terms of r and “a by the condition that the following three
integrals must vanish:

.

$+cOsad8=o (15a)
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&’ucosasinads=O (15C)
J-

The integration is to be carried over the area of the cross section.
the case of a single-cell section such an integration becomes a line
integral and hence the symbol for a line integral has been used for
convenience. (This integrating synibolwould not be appropriate for a
multicell section.)

The principal values of three section properties, which are
associated with the principal shear axes, may be defined by the
following formulas:

$Ic = t#2 ds

+
AH = ~ cos2a ds

In

(16a)

(16b)

(16c) “

The first of.these section properties was introduced by Kirste (refer-
ence 5) and called the central moment of inertia. The magnitude of this
constant lies intermediatebetween that of the torsion constant J and
the polar moment of inertia 1P

The constant AH maybe considered as the area resistant to horizontal
shear and AV may be considered as the area resistant to vertical
shear. The sum of the “horizontal”and “vertical” shear areas is seen,
from equations (16b) and (16c), to be eqml to the total area of the
wall of the beam

AH+Av=~

where

—— .— ——— —— .
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The areas ~

called reduced

and Av were also introduced by EIrste (reference’5) and

areas.

Elimination of Tangential Displacement

In order to eliminate the tangential displacement ~ from equa-
tions (9a) and (9b), it is necessaryto make further use of the assump-
tion of rigid bulkheads. Because of this assumption a cross section of
the beam experiences “rigid body” displacement under the action of load.
The horizontal displacement u and-the vertical displac&ment v are
parallel to the principal shear axes and must in gene=l he regarded as
the translations of the origin of the principal shear axes. The rota-
tion, or angle of twist, of the cross section.is indicatedby q. These
displacements,and the corresponding contribution that each makes to the
tangential displacement ~, are illustrated in figure 3. Because of
rotation about the origin the tangential displacement is given by the
product rq. Because of horizontal translation of the cross section
the tangential.displacementis u cos a. Because of vertical trans-
lation of the cross section the tangential displacement is v sin a.
These individual effects may be sup~imposed to obtain the formula

~=rcp+ucosa+vsina (17)

If the above equation were used to eliminate $ one would obtain
a relation between the unlmowns w or u and the displacements q, u,
and v which are also unknown. It is necessary to find a relation
between q, u, and v and the applied loads in order to obtain a
direct relation between w or a and the applied loads. The required
relations are obtained by equating the section torque and section
shears, as computed by statics from the external loads, to the section
torque and section shears as computed byan appropriate integration of
the internal shearing stresses. (Secondary stresses in indeterminate
beams will not be discussed.) Thus the section torque T, the hori-
zontal shear H, and the vertical shear V are related to the internal
shearing stresses by the following eqwtions:

-.

$ tw~ cos a ds =H

(18a) ..

(m-b)

(18c)
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In equations (18) the shearing stress may be eliminated to obtain
a relation between the tangential displacement and the loads by
substituting equation (7%).

It is now necessary to eliminate the tangential displacement from the
above eqmtions by substituting equation (17). In making this substi-
tution it till be found that in each equation two integrals vanish
because of the applicability of equations (15) which define the loca-
tion of the principal shear axes. After substitution of equations (17)
and (15), the above equations become

In the above equations the second integral in each equation is
seen to be one of the section properties which were previously intro-
duced by equations (16). Because of the use of principal shear axes
one may solve the above equations for the derivatives of q, u, and v
independently rather than having to solve a simultaneous system. This
is the reason for employing the principal shear axes as reference axes.

‘Inserting the-section constants and solving for the cross-sectional
displacements gives

(19a)

—— ——— —— --—
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du
dz

The above equations MY
first differentiatedto

H1

f

& ~B
‘—-— ~co”axGAH AH

be substituted into equation (17) if it is
obtain

(lgb)

(19C)

a~=rg du+~inadv
x + ‘Os a dz G

Substituting equations (19) into the above equation gives

The above equation gives g as a function of the applied loads
and w. Thus it is seen that this equation maybe used to eliminate ~
from equation (9a) to obtain an equation.relatingthe axial displace-
ments to the applied loads. Substituting the above equation ?.nto
equation (9a) gives

1 dsina

$
~sina~ds=-~~-&dc~~ a

V dsina
~ ds GIC ds ‘~ ds

(20a)

This partial integrodifferentialequation, with the appropriate boundary
conditions} defines the relation between the axial displacements and
the loads. A corresponding equation for u may be obtained by differ-
entiating with respect to z and multiplying through by E’.

.—...—...—. —-—
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(20bj

On the right-hand side of equation (20b) t is the torsional load per
unit of length,

9
is the horizontal component of resultant load per

unit of length, an ~ is the vertical component of resultant load
per unit of length.

At the root of a cantilever beam, or the end of a fixed-ended
beam, the boundary condition is that w is zero. At the tip of a
cantilever beam, or the end of a simply suppofied beam~ the bo~~ry
condition is that a is zero. This latter condition may be interpreted
as meaning that %~z 1s zero.
may arise when shearing or normal
being ap@ied to the free ends of

Deflections Due

A third type of bo@lary condition
stresses of known-distributionare
the beam.

to Shearing Strains

13eforeproceeding to a solution of the equation it is worth while
to draw a few simple conclusions concerning the deflections of the beam
from the equations of the previous section. Equation (17) for g may
be substituted into equation (n) for T to obtain

(21)

It is convenient to consider, for the moment, that the beam is loaded
in such a way as to produce rotations only without translations.
Equation (21) would then become

rg=~ aw
dz G -z

=
y-%

This equation indicates that the angle of twist maybe considered to
consist of two parts, the first being due to shearing strains and the
second due to axial displacements. If this equation is multiplied
through by ~r ds and integrated over the cross section, equa-
tion (19a) till be obtained. This indicates immediately that the first

..

.

.
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the right side of equation (19a) gives the rate of twist
of rotation per unit of length) due to shearing strain, while

the second term gives the rate of twist due to a~al displacem&ts. A
similar interpretation can be given to the terms on the right-hand side
of equations (19b) and (19c).

It is of considerable practical importance to be able to compute
deflections of thin-walled beams due to shearing strains. The proper
formulas for this purpose are obtained from
equal to zero.

(l& T
GIC

du H
x=~

dv v
z’— GA~

equations (19) by setting w

(22a)

(22b)

(22C)

These formulas were given bylkymael (reference 8). EquAtions (22) are
enct formulas for the derivatives of the deflections due to shearing
strain of a beam with rigid diaphragms. It is of considerable interest
to note that the deflections due to shearing strains are independent of .
the distribution of the shearing stress on the cross sections.

In the case of torsion there is no practical need for computing
the angle of twist due to shearing strains at various points along the
span. However, equation (22a) is useful in giving the rate of twist at ‘
a fixed end where w = O. This is useful in certain methods of deflec-
tion calculation. In the case of horizontal or vertical bending, equa-
tions (22b) and (22c) enable the designer to comptie the deflections
due to shearing strains at various points along the span. This gives
an indication of the physical significance, as well as the practical
utility, of the section constants Ic, AH, and AV.

When the atial displacement w is ti&n it maybe substittied into
the integrals which a~ear in equations (19) in order to determine the
deflections. By substitutingan appro~te solution for w into
equations (19) one may obtain an approximate solution for the deflec-
tions. In order to show the relationship between equations (19b)
and (19c) and the engineer’s customary equations relating bending
deflections and loads, the axial displacementsmaybe assumed to have
planar distribution. It is more convenient to substitute for normal

-—..— .— ..—. —.._ .-
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stresses than axial displacements. Equstions (19b) and (19c) may be
differentiatedwith respect to z to obtain

d2u %1—= .— - —
J

~cosa~dsdz2 GAH E ‘AH

d2v % -—
—=-q E;% J

%sina~ds
dz2

(23a)

(23b)

The normal stress in equations (23) may be assumed to be given by
the flexure formula in the form

P ~+g
a=—+

Aw *Y ‘x
(24)

In equation (24) the distances ~ and ~ are measured from the cen-
troidal axes of the cross section. The moments Mx and

?
and the

moments of inertia Ix and Iy are computed with respect o the cen-
troidal axes. In general, the centroidal axes, or principal bending
axes, do not coincide with the principl shear ax&. Equation (24) may
be substituted into equations (23) to obtain approximate formulas for
the curvatures of the beam. This substitution is explained in detail
in appendix A and leads to the following equations:

_=$a2v3sined’%
(25a)

dz2 H “%
E’IX

__-W+~sine qCoSed2v
EIIY - (25b)dz2 GAv E’IX

In these equations 0 is the angular difference between the position
of the principal shear axes and the principal bending axes. In the
great majority of sections e till be gmall and will have the value of
zero when the cross section has an axis of symmetry. If e is small
enough that the terms containing sin e may be dropped and the cos e
replaced by unity, equations (25) take the following well-known form:

(26a) -

—— —.
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.

Pv %d2v -_-—
~= GAV E’IX

(26b)

In equations (26) the first term on the right-hand side is an exact
formula for deflections due to shearing strains while the second term
is an approximate formula for the deflections due to axial displace-
ments or, as is more commonly stated, due to normal strains.

SimplificationsDue to Symmetry of Cross Section

A maximum amount of simplificationarises in the analysis when the
cross section of the beam is symmetrical about both of the principal
shear axes. In this case the centroidal axes are also the principal
shear a~s. The general integrodifferentialequation for w maybe
replaced by three independent equations in which the actions of torsion,
horizontal bending, and vertical bending become completely se~rated.
From considerations of double symmetry it is found that equation (20a)
must be replaced by the following three equations:

h2w +11’ a2w -ldcosa
f

Hdcosa.—

as2 G az2 ‘A; ds ‘wcosa~ds =-~ ds

h2w +E’ a2w 1 dsina

$

V dsina—— -— ~Etia~=-~ ds
as2 G az2 AV dS

(27a)

(27%)

(27c)

Equation (27a) was derived and solved by Voh-K&m& and Chien (refer-
ence 9). The development of equations (27) is given in appendix B. A
corresponding system o’f.equatiotimay be derived for the stress distri-
bution in a beam with doubly symmetrical cross sections. These equa-
tions are as follows:

(28a)

——..._ .—.- -— ——..—-. ._——--- — — —— — .. ..——.
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a2u+Ef a2a

$

E’p
ldcosa Hdcosa——

‘~ a8 ‘cOs”%ds=GAH ds
(28b)

aB2 G az2

a2crFE’ a2a ldsina

f

“% d sin a—— .— ~sina*ds=~ da (28c)
a82 G az2 ~ ds

Every term of equation (27a) or (28a) is antisymnetrical about both the
x-axLs and the y-axis. Every term of equation (27b) or (28b) is sym-
metrical about the x-sxis and antisymetrical about the y-axis. Every
term of equation (27c) or (28c) is symmetricalabout the y-axis and
antisymmetrical about the x-axis.

If a cross section has only one atis of symmetry, the general
eauation for w is replaced by two equdions. For the case of a—
cross section which is
the following form:

a2w+E’ a2w ~—— -—
a82 G az2 ‘H

symmetricalabout the x-atis the equations take

d cos a
ds f

~cosa~ds=-~dc;~a (29a)

.

.

Tdr V dsina-—— -—
GIC ds GAv dti

,(2gb)

Equations (29) are derived in appendix B. Equation (29a) indicates
that the solution for atial displacements due to horizontal loads may
be considered separately from the action of vertical and torsional
loads. Every term of equation (29a) is symmetrical about the x-axis
while every term of equation (29b) is antisy?mnetricalabout the x-atis.

For the case of a cross section which is symmetrical only about
the y-axis, the equations for w take the following form:

a2w +E’ a2w ldsina

+

V dsina—— -—
G az2 Av ds

~sina~ds=-~ ds (30a)
a82

———— —---—
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-Tdr
GIC ds

Equations (30)
is symmetrical

H dcosa
‘~ ds

(30b)

are derived in appendix B. E%eryterm of equation (30a)
about the y-axis while every term of equation (30b) is

antisymnetrical about the-y-axis. It is o&ious that ‘equationsfor the
normal stress, correspondingto equations (29) and (30), may be readily
derived.

A few comments concerning the effects of symmetry upon deflections
may be of some interest. Considering a cross section having double
symmetry, the solution for w from equations (27) maybe mibstituted
into equations (19) to obtain the deflections of the beam. It will be
found that torsional loads produce rotations only, horizontal loads
produce horizontal translations only, and vertical loads produce verti-
cal translations only. For the case of a cross section which is sym-
metrical about the x-axis, the solution of equations (29) maybe sub-
stituted into equations’(19) as before. It will be found that hori-
zontal loads produce only horizontal displacements. However, vertical
loads produce both vertical displacements and rotations, and torsional
loads also produce both vertical displacements and rotations. In the
case of a cross section which is symmetrical about the y-tis, vertical
loads produce only vertical displacementsbut there is an interaction
effect between horizontal loads and torsional loads. Such interaction
effects do not occur in elementary beam theory wherein one considers
only primary stresses.

Solution of Homogeneous Equation

The solution of the nonhomogeneous equation which governs the
atial displacements, or the normal stresses, may be determined by
assuming that the unbown may be expanded into an infinite series of
a~ropriate orthogonal functions which individually satisfy the
boundary conditions and the conditions of continuity. The orthogonal
functions which are appropriate for the analysis maybe determinedly
considering the solution of the homogeneous equation and the boundary
conditions. In the case of cantilever beams, shrple beams, or fixed-
ended beams, the end conditions are homogeneous. The transverse dis-
tribution of the solution must be continuous and single-valued,or
periodic.

The case which is most easily understood and capable of being given
the simplest explanation of the method of solution is that of a beam
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with dotily symmetrical cross
only. It was this case which
although their considerateions

WA ~ 2529

section acted upon b? torsional loading
was treated by Von Karmdn and Chien,
were limited to a cantilever beam of

semi-infinite length acted upon by a torque at the tip. In the present
analysis the loading distribution and end conditions will remain
arbitrary.

The homogeneous equation governing the axial displacements in a
cross section with dotile symetry is obtained by setting the right-
hand side of equation (27a) equal to zero.

(Sla)

The corresponding equation for normal stresses becomes

&+E’ a2u—— -
$., .~$ twrgds=o

as2 G az2
(31b)

A standard well-known method for the solution of homogeneous partial
differential equations is to assume that the unlmown may be expressed
by a separation of the variables. The same method maybe employed in
solving the above integrodifferentialequations. The displacement and
stress may be assumed to have the following forms:

w = f(s)g(z) (32a)

(3= f(s)h(z) (32b)

where

(32c)

The relationship between g and h arises ~om the relationship
between w and u as expressed by equation (7a). It is also clear.
from equation (7a) that, if w and a can be expressed by a separa-
tion of the variables, then the transverse distribution of both func-
tions must be the same.

Substituting equation (32a) into equation (31a) gives

+
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Dividing through by the product fg and transposing the first and
third terms gives

(33)

Since the left side is a function of z only while the right side is
a function of s only, each side may be equated to a constant inde-
pendently. Equating the left side to X.2 gives

&.$g=o
dz2

or

& - P213=0dzz

where

(34a)

(3hb)

The corresponding equation for the spanwise distribution of a is
obviously ‘

d%.--w2h=0 (34C)

dz2

Equating the right-hand side of equation (33) to X2 gives the
following equation for the transverse distribution of w or a:

d2f
—+ A2f-——

$;Cg %+o (35)
ds2

It
by

is convenient
parts:

The bracketed
vanishes here

for the analysis to introduce the following integration

term, which usually arises in an integrationby parts,
because f must be continuous and periodic. Although

(36)

.——______ —- -—_— ————-- —
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equation (35) is an integrodifferentialequation it is convenient in
certain phases of the analysis to consider the integral in the equation
as a section constant for the beam. If the stress distributionwere
known it could be substituted into the integral which, in turn, could
be evaluated to obtain a scalar constant that would be dependent only
upon the properties of the cross section. This section constant, which
is associatedwith torsional loading, maybe indicated as CT and—.
defined as follows:

Using equation (37), equation (35) MY
following forms:

$= %+s (37)

be converted into either of the

d2f 2 CT dr—+xf+— —.o
ds2 Ic ds

(38a)

(38b)

It is of some interest and benefit to draw a comparison, at this
point, between the present problem of determining transverse stress, or
displacement, distributions,and the natural vibrations of a thin ring.
The analogy is of a physical nature only, since the problems do not
correspend mathematically. The ring that is to be considered lies in a
plane and has a doubly symmetrical shape. It is to be considered as a
free body vibrating in space without a gravitational field. The only
vibrational displacements that are to be considered are those that are
norml to the plane of the ring. There will be four infinite sets of
modes that could be excited as follows: (a) Doubly symmetrical,
(b) doubly antisymmetrical, (c) symmetrical about the x-atis only, and
(d) swetrical about the y-axis only, where the x-atis and y-axis are
in the plane of the ring. In a similar manner there till arise four
infinite sets of natural “displacementmodes” or “stress modes” in a
cross section having double symmetry. Each type of mode will be
“excited” by a particular type of loading. The relationship betieen
type of mode and loading is,as follows (see appendix B):

.——. ——.–—
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Mode

Doubly symmetrical —>

Doubly antisymmetrical-}

Symmetrical about x-ads —>

Symmetrical about y-axis -j

Loading

Axial force

Torsion

Horizontal bending

Vertical bending

The analogy with a vibrating ring is useful in suggesting terminology,
in visualizing the stress distributions that are being determined, and
in suggesting calculation techniques for idealized stiffened cross
sections that are to be treated in the second section of the paper.

Solutions of equation (38a) exist only for certain characteristic
values of the parameter k. Ordinarily characteristic nunibersare
determitid by boundary equations. In the present case the function f(s)
is governed by continuity and periodicity conditions which do not
provide a characteristic equation. (In the case of a section with
corners, the condition of continuity at the corners provides the charac-
teristic equation.) The characteristic equation was obtained in a
simple manner by Von K&&n and CM-en by setting the line integral in
equation (38a) eqml to unity. The resulting equation determines an
infinite set of values of k. Inspection of equation (38a) shows that,
if the line integral is replaced by any convenient constant, then the
equation becomes a nonhomogeneous differential equation which can be
readily solved. The solution for f(s) will contain the nuniber k
and hence there will be an infinite number of stress modes.

Unfortunately the simple method used byVon K&m&n and Chien to
form the characteristic equation cannot be extended directlyto arbi-
trary cross sections. Consequently a method of forming the character-
istic equation will be presented which canbe extended to arbitrary
cross sections. Equation (38b) suggests the following form of the
general solution:

f

where q remains to
equation (38%) gives

The function g
function of the

=A sinhs +B cos Xs +C@(s,X) (39)

be determined. Substituting equation (39) into
the following equation for q:

(40)

is the particular integral of equation (~) and is a
coordinate s and the parameter h.

_ —— . ——— ————
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It is now necessary to show that the constants of integration A
and. B must vanish for noncircular sections. The stress mode f is
dotily antisymmetrical. It is convenient to choose the origin of the
coordinate s on one of the axes of symmetry. The term sin As maY
be made doubly antisynmetricalby a proper choice of values of A. At ~
first thought this would seem to be an appro riate method of determining
the characteristic values of A. ?Since b da is antisymmetrical it
is seen from equation (~) that Q must be antisymmetrical. However,
the term cos Xs is symmetrical about the axis upon which the origin
of s is chosen and, hence, B must be set equal to zero.

In order that the term sin h shall be antisyrmnetricalit is
necessary that X have one of the values Xn given by the following
formula:

n= 1, 2, 3, . . . (41)

where L is the circumfe~nce of the center line of the wall of the
cross section. The geometric quantity dr/ds maybe assumed to be
expanded into a Fourier series as follows:

(h” x kifis—=
da

ai sin ~
i=l

The function q(h,s) may also be expressed as a Fourier series

Stistituting equations (42) and (43) into equation (~) leads to the
following formula for bi:

where

i=I, ZI,3, . . .

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

For each value of ~, as defined by equation (43), there will be one
term tithe series for which w equals & and hence for which bi

.

. .

.

. . -—— ————- ——
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becomes infinite. Hence the only possibility for a finite solution
for ~ to exist is for all of the ai values to be zero. This means
that dr/ds must vanish, which would be true only for a circular sec-
tion. An examination of equation (~) shows that if dr/ds vanishes
the function q must either be zero or be proportional to the quan-
tity sin h. In the latter case q would add nothing to the formula
for f as given by equation (39) and hence maybe assumed to be zero
for a circular cross section. For the noncircular section it is impos-
sible to obtain a finite solution for Q by choosing A to nd.e
sin Xs antisymetrical. The only alternative in this case is to choose
A“ equal to zero. Thus the following formulas for the stress distri-
bution have been derived:

Circular section:

f =A sin Xs (46a)

Noncircular section:

f = Cfl(x,s) (k6b)

In the case of the circular section A is given by equation (41). For
the noncircular section a characteristic equation must nowbe derived.

Multiplying through equation (h6b) by dr/ds and integrating over
the cross section give

or

or

(47)

Equation (47) maybe regarded as a homogeneous algebraic equation in
which CT is the unknown and thus remains arbitrary. The term CT
plays the role of an amplitude factor which must be determined subse-
quently by introducing a normalizing condition for the stress modes.
The coefficient of CT must vanish and hence

. ._ —.. .—__ ——z _ —.. .——.—-—_.—
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$v%
Equation (~) is the characteristic

ds=l (48)

equation which determines the values
of X and agrees with that given by Von K&m&n and Chien. The above
derivation of the characteristic equation canbe extended to arbitrary
cross sections as will be shown in the next section.

The section constant is determined by introducing the following
normalizing condition:

(W)

This normalizing condition is more cqnyenient in the analysis, for both
monocoque and semimcmocoque sections, than the engineering types of
normalizing laws which might be suggested by the vibration analogy. The
method of solution for the natural stress modes should now be clear.
The function q is determined in terms of X by solving equation (~).
Expansions in Fourier series should be useful for this purpose. The
functions q) and dr/ds are then substituted into equation (~) to
determine the characteristic values of k. The stress modes are then
known except for the coefficients CT which are determined to satisfy
equation (49).

Stress Modes for Arbitrary Cross Sections

The solution for the stress modes and characteristic nunibersfor
arbitrary cross sections will be stated briefly. If the right-hand
side of equations .(20)is replaced by zero and a separation of vari-
ables is introduced, the following equation will be found to govern the
transverse distribtiion of displacements or stresses:

d2f 2 cTdr cHdcosa cVdsina o——
~a2 ‘Af+Icds+& da

+G da =

where

(50a)

(50b)

(50C) “

— — —-.
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(50d)

The solution of equation (50a) maybe written as follows:

f = Cm(k, s) + c~(x,s) + c~(x,s) (5h) <

w~re ~, ~, and ~ we governed by the followlng equations:

d2%J 2 ld sina—+xqlv=— — ~s
~s2 AV

(51b)

(51C)

(51d)

Terms containing constants of integration in the formula for f have
been omitted since they maybe shown to vanish for noncircular sections
by arguments similar to those used in the previous section. Since, in
the present case, bending as well as torsional action is being con-
sidered, the complete soltiion must include the planar stress distri-
butions of ordinary engineering beam theory. These p~modes must
satisfy equation (50a). ‘Theplanar distribution may include the effect
of an afial force as well as.bending moments.

If a planar distribution of stress is assumed, it till,be found
that the section constant CT has the value zero by evaluating the
integral which it represents. The value of A which is associated
with the planar modes is also zero. If

T
and ~ are defined to

have the linear distributions a + x and + y, respectively, in
equation (51a) for f, this planar distributionwill be found to satisfy
equation (50c) if X and @ are set equal to zero. This existence
of a solution for a zero value of X is a feature of the present
problem which is not found in the solution of homogeneous second-order
differential equations with homogeneous boundary conditions (the
Sturm-Liouville problem).

The characteristic equation may nowbe developed by the same
method that was used in the previous section. Equation (51R) must be

. . ..— ._— .—
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multiplied through successivelyby the following quantities:
dr/ds, d cos a/ds, and d sin a/ds. Integration over the cross sec-
tion in each case gives the following three linear algebraic equations:

$ + fCT=CT %%~ds+cH %%$ds+cV %%$ds (>2a)

CH = clI
+

dcosads+cH
%% ds

f
%?% ds

dcosada+cv

$
%#Vd:sads

(52b)

Cv = +’d%ds:ads+%yh?%ds:ads +Cvyh’wwds:”d’
(52c)

Equations (>2).are a homogeneous system of three algebraic equations in
which CT, CE, and Cv are the unknowns. The integrals which appear
are functions of X and may be regarded as scalar coefficients of the
equations. After transposing all terms to one side of the eqwtions
the determinant of the coefficientsmaybe isolated and set equal to
zero. This provides the characteristic equation which determines the
values of h. The calculation task of determining the characteristic
values of ?- is clearly a formidable one for arbitrary cross sections.
For each value of A a solution of equations (>2) exists for relative
values of CT, CH, and Cv. Their specific magnitudes must be deter-
mined from the normalizing condition as.expressed

Orthogonality of Stress Modes

In order to obtain a solution to the general

by equation (49).

L

nonhomogeneous equa-
tion for stresses or displacements it is necessary to determine the
orthogonalityproperties of the stress modes which have been defined.
Since this argument follows customary well-known mathematical methods,
it will be given only for the doubly antisymmetricalmodes (the torsion
case) in a beam having a cross section with double symmetry.

Eption (38b) maybe written for the mth and nth stress modes as
follows:

d2fm 2 hm dr
ds2 ‘kllflIl+.--=Ic ds 0

.

—-—.——

(53a) -

.—— -——
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Equation (53a) is to be multiplied through by

o (53b)

fru equation (53b) by fm,
and both equations are to be integrated over the–cross section.

—

The first term in each of these equations my
to obtain

+ cTmcTn o
~= (54’s)

cTncTm+
1= ‘0 (54b)

d2fm

2% ds

be integrated by parts

% da

$
d2fn

$

dfm dfn
f —twds=-
m ds2 rr~ds

The bracketed terms vanish since the stress mode and its derivative
must be continuous and periodic. These formulas show that the first

~ terms of e~tions (54a) and (5hb) are identically equal. Hence, by
subtracting equation (5hb) from (54a), one obtains

Since the X’s form-a discrete set”of numbers, the first factor in
the above equation does not vanish and the following orthogonality
condition is obtained:

(55)

A similar development of equation (55) can be formulated for arbitrary
cross sections.

In deriving the solution of the nonhomogeneous equation for
stresses or displacements it is convenient to have one additional

-. __— .—— ——— —.----——. —.
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relationship which
condition as given

the second term of

does not equal n,
of equation (55).
manner:

NACA TN 2529

may now be derived. Making use of the normalizing
by equation (49) it may be see: that, w~n m = n,

equation (54b) is equal to ~ or?m”~enm
the second term of equation (54b) vanishes because
Thus equation (54b) may be rewritten in the following

(%a)

where

{

0, m$n

%= ~ (56b)
Y m=n

Solution of Nonhomogeneous Equation

Again the action of torsional loads on a beam having cross sec-
tions with double symmetry will be considered first. The equations
that must be solved are equations (27a) and (28a). The displacements
and stresses may be assumed in series form as follows:

w = ~ fn(s)@) (57a)
n=l

u = ~ fn(s)hn(z) (5P)
n.1

S&mtituting eqm3tion (57a) into equation (27a) gives

Interchanging the order of summation and integration in the third term
of this equation and introducing Cm as defined by equation (37) give

2

x x
f d2% 1 dr

%5+: — E
Tdr——

n dz2 ‘Icds ncTn~=——— GIC da
n n

r

;

.— -- —. — —. ——.——-—
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The preceding equation must now be multiplied through by fm and
integrated over the cross section.

The integrals which occur in the second series of this equation maybe
evaluated fkom the normalizing condition and the orthogonality condi-
tion for the stress modes. All terms of the series vanish except the
mth term. After introducing Ch and rearranging terms the equation

becomes

E’ ‘2%
I?

d2fn

)

cTmcTn
ChT

.—
G dz2 + n g

fm — ~ds+r =-—
ds2 c GIC

The quantity in the parentheses has a finite value only when m = n.
Stistituting equation (56) into the above equation will give the equa- ,
tion governing the spanwise variational the mth displacement mode.,
The subscript m maybe changed to n
equation for the nth mode as follows:

Et d2gn
.— -
G dz2 &2g.

for convenience to give the

C~T-—=
GIC

Multiplying throughby G/E’ and introducing v as defined by equa-
tion(34b) gives

d2~
—-
dz2

The co~.esponding equation for

CTnT

%2%=-- (5&)

the stress distribution is

c~tLL—-
dz2 h2hIl = y c

(5a)

The complete
transverse stress

solution can now be obtained. After computing the
modes as previously explained the constants cTn

and Pn are known for each mode. Equation (58a) may t~enbe solved

—..— .— —. .— —- .-—
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for
The
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The

the spanwise variation of the displacements due to the
soltiion of eqmtions (58a) or (58b) may be written in
following forms:

~ .Aepns+Be-vns+*(s)

q = A Si13h~nS + B cosh ~nS

coefficients A and B may be determined
tions after the particular inte~l ~(s) has
given loading.

+ v(s)

lJACATN 2529

applied loads.
either of

.

(59a)

(5%)

from the boundary condi-
been determined for the

In the case of a beam of arbitrary cross section without symmetry
the same mathematical method maybe applied to equations (20). The
resulting equation for the spanwise variation of axial displacements is

d2%l-
dz!2

A corresponding equation
Equations (59) also give
of interest to note that

cTnT %@ ~nvlln2q=—_—_-
E’IC E ‘AH E ‘AV

(6Q)

may be written for the stress distribdion.
the formof solution for equation (60). It is
a zero-warping axis for the nth mode may be

located by setting the right-hand side–of equatiori(~) equal to-zero.
However, it is not apparent that there is any practical value to be
gained by locating this axis in the present method of analysis.

Associated with each normal stress mode there is also a shearing
stress distribution. These shearing stresses are computed for each
normal stress mode independentlyby integrating equation (8), the equ&
tion of equilibrium. This integration is also required in primary
stress analmis and hence is well-known. The constant of integration
for the secondary shear flow is determined from
resultant torque must be zero.

Is - BEAMS HAVZNG THIN-WALLED ~D

Introduction

the condition ~hat the

CROSS SECTIONS

In section II a method of analysis is to be presented which is
directly applicable to beams of practical cross sections such as occur
in airplane wings and fuselages. The beam will be assumed to have a
thin-walled stiffened cross section wbich maybe of single-cell or

_. -.—
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multicell design. The type of cross section which is actually to be
analyzed is the idealized stiffened section which results from the
customary engineering idealization that is used in primary stress
analysis of airplanes. The loading distribution and end conditions
till againbe considered as arbitrary.

As before the beam will be assumed to contain closely spaced
internal rigid diaphragms which stabilize the shell and prese~ the
cross-sectional shape. There are two sources of error in the present
analysis. The ftist is the idealization of the cross section and the
second is the assumption of rigid bulkheads. As explained in section I,
it is possible to obtain “appro~te” solutions or “accurate” solutions
for stresses and displacements. Only accurate solutions will be
considered herein.

The introduction of generalized difference equations permits the
analysis of a semimonocoque,or stiffened, section to be developed in a
manner that is exactly analogous to the method of solution which has
been previously given in terms”of analytic functions for monocoque
sections. The use of generalized difference equations provides certain
conveniences and simplificationswhich are not found in the customary
algebraic treatments of the stiffened beam. The differencing symbols
have been specifically defined for application to the stress-analysis
problem of idealized multicell cross sections.

,’

37

aJ area of

Ak central

Symbols

jth stiffener

area associated with lrth

As total area of stiffeners

j stiffener nuuher

k web number

Lk length of kth web

Pj axial force in jth stiffener

~k warping stiffness of Rh web

web

7Tj’7Hj’7Vj
geometric discontinuitiesat jth stiffener

[A 1 matrix of stiffener areas

.—. .— —- — —
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[B] matrix of warping stiffriesses

[r] matrix of geometric discontinuities

Difference and Summation Definitions

The idealized semimonocoque section which is to be analyzed has a
finite number of stiffeners which carry all of the normal stress and
the shear flows are distributed uniformly over the connecting webs.
The idealization is illustrated in figure 4 where a sma13.portion of
the cross section of a beam is shown. The flange and stringers of the
true section are replaced by idealized stiffeners centered on the webs.
The idealized stiffeners also include an “effective width” of web
material as is commonly employed in primary stress analysis. In the
idealized section it iq assumed that the webs which connect the stiff-
eners are straight. The curvature of the webs is neglected. The
idealization of a cross section for secopdary stress analysis need not
be highly accurate for design purposes although for research studies
some improvement in the accuracy of the idealization may be found
desirable.

The normal stresses on a cross section act over the area of the
stiffeners only. The normal stress uj, acting on the jth stiffener,
may be multiplied by the stiffener area
force pj

aj to obtain the axial
on the stiffener. The axLal forces acting on three stiff-

eners on a straight wall are shown in figure 5(a). The shearing
stresses are distributed uniformly along each individml web. The
shearing stress Tk, acting on the lrthweb, may be multiplied by the
wall thickness tk to obtain the shear flow qk acting on the web.
The distribution of shear flow over a cross section is givenby a
stepped diagram as illustrated in figure 5(b).

The above definitions in regard to stresses are equally useful in
primry or secondary stress analysis. In the secondary stress problem
displacementsmust also be considered. Because of the fact that each
idealized web has been assumed to be straight, the tangential displace-
ment ~k of points on the I&h web will be a constint for the web and
the transverse distribtiion of ?k will be a ste~d diagram. The
function ?k will thus behave in the aIIalyf3isin a manner 13hilar to
the stress Tk and the product tk~k maybe regarded as a “flow-type”
quantfty. The atial displacementsmust be considered to be defined at
the stiffeners, the displacement wj occurring at the jth stiffener.
It must be assmed that the atial displacementshave a linear variation
over each web. The resulting distribution of -al displacements is
given by a broken-line diagram as shown in figure 5(c). The distribu-
tion of atial displacementsmust be a continuous function from physical
considerations.

.
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All quantities entering into the analysis which are dependent upon
the transverse coordinates are completely defined by giving their
values either at the stiffeners or at one point on each web. Those
functions which are defined over the webs are uniformly distributed
over each web. Those quantities which are defined by their values at
the stiffeners are givena subscript j. Those quantities which are
defined by their values over the webs are given a ~script k.

Just as two types of functions arise in the analysis, so it is
necessary to define two types of differencing symbols. The synbol Aj
indicates a differencing operation which produces a function that is
defined by its valus at the stiffeners. The symbol Ak indicates a
differencing operation which produces a function that is defined over
the webs. The differencing synibolsmaybe defined most conveniently
by applying them to particular functions. The difference Akwj maybe
defined as the difference between the value of wj at the forward
stiffener and the value at the rearward stiffener relative to the
kth web. If the forward stiffener is stiffener a and the rearward
stiffener is stiffener b, the difference AkWj iS definedby

Akwj=wa-~ (61)

This definition is illustrated in figure 5(c). The above difference
must be divided by the length Lk of the lcthweb to obtain the slope,
or derivative, of the function. The correspondencebetween derivatives
and differences is as follows:

Throughout the analysis for multicell sections the positive direction -
for the coordinate s and all “flow-t~” quantities is counterclock-
wise along the outer shell and in the positive direction of the
coordinate axes on the interior webs.

The symbol, Aj is defined as the difference between outflow and
inflow at the jth stiffener. This definition of a differencing s@ol
is of a rather general nature since it maybe applied at a flange
having any nunber of connecting webs. The difference Aj~ is illus-
trated in figure 5(b) for a stringer with two connecting webs. If the
web ahead of the jth stiffener is web c and the web behind the jth
stiffener is web d, the difference Ajqk is given by

(62a)

_.. . . . ——.—— -.-—.— — — —— _—— ..-
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In this case no clear
ences is apparent. A

in figure 6 where the
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correspondencebetween derivatives and differ-
second example of the difference Ajqk iS shown

jth stiffener is connected to webs a, b, and c.
The positive directions of the shear flows are indicated. The differ-

ence‘jqk becmes

(62%)

summations for the
the various integrals
Two”types of summations
all of the stiffener
Three simple examples of

In addition it is necessary to introduce
idealized stiffened sections corresponding to
which occurred in the analysis of section I.
must be introduced to indicate summation over
areas or sumnation over all of the web areas.
summations over the stiffener areas are as follows:

(63a)

. ,

(6w)

(63c)

It is apparent that these summations give the atial force and bending
moments on the cross section. Three simple examples of the second type
of sumation are as follows:

(64a)

.

H .~ tkT#k COS ak =~ q& coS ak
k k

(64b)

(64c)

.—— .-—
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These summations
quantities rk,

since the web is

41

give the section torque and shears. The geometric
COS akj and sin ak are constant over the kth web

assumed to be straight in the idealized section.

It maybe worth while to note that the introduction of generalized
difference equations irione-dimensionalproblems would be of no practi-
cal value. In such problems difference equations become useful only
when the regularity of the structural layout leads to ‘~standarddiffer-
ence equations” such as those treated in chapter XII of reference 19.
In problems of two or more dimensions, however, it is found that gener-
alized difference equations are of considerable value. They not only
provide a mathematical method of complete generality for deriving the
equations governing the axial displacements or #tresses from the basic “
equations of elasticity but, more importantly, they make clear the
possibility of using the method of separation of variables in spite of
complete irregularity of the structural layout which may occur. .The
method of analysis for an idealized stiffened multicell section maybe
carried out, step by step, in a manner exactly parallel to the method
used in section Z for the single-cellmonocoque section which is more .
easily understood. The method of separation of variables leads auto-
matically to the natural stress modes for the cross section. The pos-
sible utility of generalized difference equations in other planar or
spatial structures, such as gridworks, remains to be investigated.

Fundamental Equations of Elasticity

Since the present analysis is exactly parallel to that given in
section 1, it need be stated only briefly. The analysis will be made
clearer by frequent comparison with corresponding equations in sec-
tion I. The stresses are related to the strains by the formulas

Tk = G7k (6m)

The strains are related to the displacementsby the following formulas:

“(66a)

(66b)

Equations (66) are comparable’with equations (6) of section I. From

.— ..——.- . . — —— ——.——.- —. . ..— —.—~— ___
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equations (65) and (66) it IS
in terms of the displacements

NmA ~ 2529

seen that the stresses may be expressed
by the formulas

The stress flows are given by the following

where

(67a)

($’n)

formulas:

(68a)

(66%)

(68c)

The quantity GBk may be called j@e warping stiffness of the Mh web.
‘Theforces which act on a differential length of a stiffener are shown
in figure 7. The equation of equilibrium for the stiffener becomes

This equation corresponds to equation (8) of section I.

Development of Equation for Axial Displacements

(69)

In the present analysis the equation will be derived only for the
axial displacement. Equations for the other functions maybe readily
derived. Stistituting equations (68) into ewtion (69) gives the
following equation relating the displacements.

———.——
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(70)

This equation corresponds to equation (9a). The second term in this
equation is a second-order difference quantity.

Before eliminating the tangential displacement it is necessaryto
introduce the definition of the principal shear axes and the associated
section properties. The principal shear axes are located by the condi-
tion that the following three sumations must vanish:

(~b)

~ ‘k% cos ak sin ak = O (71C)
k

The associated section properties are as follows:

Ic = ~ tkLkr’k2
k

AH= ~ tj$k COS2ak
k

(72b)

(72c)

Convenient methods for calculating these section properties are given
in appendix C.

Corresponding to equation (17) of section I the tangential displace-
ment of all points on the I&h web is related to the cross-sectional
displacementsby the formula

.-. . .—. .—— —..—— —. -— .—. -—–————. .- —-.——
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~~ = 3?@+ UCOSak+vsinak (73)

The section torque and shears have been expressed in terms of the shear
flows by evtions (64)* If equation (@b) for the shear flow is sub-

stituted into equations (64), the following equations are obtained:

a~k

G~tksina&wj+G~tk% sinak~=
k k

fhibstituting e-&ati.on(73) and omitting those summations
according to equation$ (71), the above equation$ become

H

v

which vanish

G~t&r+@j+G~&i%%2=T
k

* ~ 1. cos’~=,q3&ws!wj+@+

G ~ ‘k sin ~wj + G ~ ~ tq& sin’ak
=V

Introduciw the section propetiies as defined by eq@ions (72) gives~

after ream@W te~ y

=—-&@%!lc”3g G: (74a)

c

du= v
—-&q% cos a~wj (74b)

dz G%
.

.

___— ——
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dv=vl
dz .~-A~ T

tk sin *wj
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(74C)

These equations were given by Drymael (reference 8).

The required formula for ~k wh.ichwill permit its eliminatiori
from equation (70) may nowbe obtained by differentiating evtion (73)
with respect to z and then substituting equations (74).

This formula may be stistittied into equation (70) to obtain the
fOllOWillgequation $O~rlliIlg Wj:

$%%k=%-kakwj=-* ‘j% - & ‘j%k - F+% (75)

In equation (~) the flow-type quantities ~, ~ and ~ have

been introduced in accord with the following definitions:

~ . tkrk

~=~cos~

~=~sin~

Equation (75), which is for arbitrary
replaced by simplified groups of equations
or double symmetry just as in section I.

(76a)

(76b)

(76=)

cross sections, may be
for sections having single

In section I an integration by parts was introduced after the
variables had been separated. This integrationby parts could have
been introduced earlier in the original partial.integrodifferential

.C . . . .–--—. -
.——. .—. . —— .—-— —— .— ___ .—. —— —-—



equation but there was no apparent reason for so doing. In the present
case an appreciable simplification of the form of the equation may be
obtained by performing a sumaation bypatis (correspondingto an
inte~tion by parts) providing one simultaneously introduces new
symbols for such geometric differences as Ajp&. Consequently the

following definitions are introduced:

.

Irj = Aj~ = ‘j (t~k) (77a)

Y~ = Aj~ = Aj ~k Cos ak) (77b)

(77C)

Convenient methods for computing these geametric discontinuitiesare
given inap~ndix D. .The operation of summation by parts may now be
performed on the sumations which occur in equation (75) to obtain the
following formulas:

pk’%”j=- ;“jAjPrk = - ; 7Tjwj (7k) -

@3&kwj=- pfj%-k=-<Iljw, (78b)

(78c)

The validity of the above summationsby parts is demonstrated in
appendix E. Equation (~) may nowbe written in the following form:

(79)

.—— ——.
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SimplificationsDue to Symmetry of Cross Section

The arguments which permit the replacement~f the general equation
for axial displacementsby groups of simplified equations are identically
the same as those used in section I. Hence it is not necessary to
repeat the arguments but merely to state the equations. In the case of
a cross section having defile symmetry the four components of axial
displacement are governed by the following four equations:

S%..
*j(%%wj) +&3 dz2 (80a)

E ‘2wj +m
*j(~@kwj) ‘~aj ~ Ic

&
7Tjwj ‘-$ 7Tj (80b)

c

Ed+gd‘j(%+’’kwj)‘:aj dzp T 7Hjwj ‘-& 7Hj (80C)

In the case of a cross section which is symmetrical about the
x-atis the two components of displacement are governed by the following
two equations:

2
E ~, 7H~

%
7Hjwj ‘-&7Hj (8k)

‘j(pk%wj) ‘~aj dz2 AH

53+% %
*j(~@kwj) ‘;aj ~z2 I=

T
7Tjwj ‘Av

F
7~jwj =

‘* 7Tj - ~ 7vj
c GAV

(81b)

—. -.. -. . — —— .——- —-—— ——— . .. ____
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In the case of a cross section which is symmetrical about the y-axis
the two components of displacement are governed by the following two
equatioti:

E %+p~
7Tjwj

+~y 7Hjwj =‘j(Pk%wj) ‘~aj ~z2 c j j

‘& 7Tj
H

- ~ 7Hj

(82a)

(82%)

Solution of Homogeneous Equation

The solution of the nonhomogeneous problem may again be expressed
in terms of the natml displacement modes
geneous equation after a separation of the
placement maybe assumed as the product of
function of z.

which arise from the homo-
variables. The axial dis-
a function of j by a

WLJ= fjg(z) (83)

For convenience the doubly symmetrical cross section will be considered
with torsional loading (the antisymmetricalmodes). The homogeneous
equation is obtained from equation (80b) by setting the right-hand side
equal to zero.

(84)

If equation (83) is substituted into equation (84), the variables
may be separated in the same manner as explained in section I. The
spanwise and transverse distributions are found to be governed by the
following two equations:

&
-fg=o

dz2

.p~‘j(%+fj) + ‘2ajfj c j yTjfj = o

(85a)

(85b)

.

—— —..—.
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2
where I-I

L%
= T“

Unfortunately

modes which was used in section

kg

the method of solution for the stress

I is not particularly convenient here.
The solution of equation (8~) maybe ob~ined by se~eral different
methods. Equation (85b) involves only one independent variable. In
such cases, as has been previously noted, the use of gen&alized differ-
ences offers no assistance in the solution of the problem although they
do permit the writing of the equation in a condensed form.

In order to solve equation (8~) it is necessaryto recognize that
it represents a homogeneous system of linear algebraic equations which
must be solved simultaneously. For shple cross sections having only a
few stiffeners the equations may be solved by direct algebraic methods.
For sections having a large number of stiffeners numerical methods of
solution must be employed. In order to proceed to the solution of the
original nonhomogeneous problem, it will be assumed that the natural
stress modes have been computed.

The equations which govern the stress modes for other types of
loading and synmetry conditions will nowbe stated briefly. For a beam
with a doubly symmetrical cross section acted upon by horizontal loads,
the stress modes are symmetrical about the x-axis and are governed by
the following equation:

k‘j($i%fj) ‘x2ajfj‘AH
T

7Hjfj = o (86a)

For a beam with a doubly symmetrical cross section acteduponby verti-
cal loads, the stress modes are symmetrical about the y-axis and are
governed by the folluwing equation:

% x/ ..Aj(~~fj)+ ~2ajfj ‘AV j 7vjfj = 0 (86b)

If the cross section of the beam has single symmetry about the
x-axis, the symmetricalmodes are governed by equation (86a) while
antisymmetricalmodes are governed by the following equation:

%jPf+$
‘j(Pkhfj) ‘Laj j c

F
7T3fj +~

F
yvjfj = o (87a)

When the cross section of the beam has single symmetry about the y-axis,
the symmetrical modes are governed by equation (86b) and the
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antisymetrical modes are governed by the following equation:

If the cross section is completely unsymmetrical the stress modes are
governed by the following equation:

(88) ..

Solution of Nonhomogeneous Equation

Before sol- the nonhomogeneous equation it is necessary to prove
the orthogonality of the stress modes and to introduce a law of normali.
%ation as in section I. Since the proof of orthogonality follows the
same method used in section I it will be omitted. The condition of
orthogonali-ty”andlaw of normalization may be stated in one equation
by using a Kkonecker delta.

%
ajfjmfjn = bmn

(89a)

where

{

1, m=n
8m =

o, m+n
(89b)

In equation (89a) fjm and fjn are the mth and nth modes, respectively.

Equation (85b) maybe written for the nth mode to obtain

‘j (P~fj) + %2ajfjn + $ cTn = 0

where

.

(90b)

-.. ——.

(9@)
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Multiplying through equation (90a) by fjm and sumning over all

stiffener areas give, after introducing equations (89),

(91)

Equations (89) and (91) may now be employed in solving the nonhomogeneous
equation.

A beam having a cross section with double symmetry and acted upon
by torsional loading will again be considered. The afial displacement
may be assumed to be given by a finite series as follows:

‘j =~fjngn(’)
n

(92)

Substituting this formula into eqmtion (Mb) gives, after interchanging
the order of summation in the third term,

Equation (93) must nowbe multiplied
over all stiffeners. Reversing the order
terms gives

x E %fj#j(%%fj.) +: E
nd n

through by f
P

and summed
of mmmnation : the first two

E d2gIl
— ajfwf.jn +

j dz2

Introducing e~tions (89) and rearranging terms gives

Substituting equation (91) and changing the subscripts m to n give

----
. .-. .

—. — ._. —_— .—.= --- — . ...- —.— -—-----——--—--—
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or (94a)

Equation (94a), with the end conditions, gives the spanwise distribu-
tion of each sbess mode and thus completes the
displacements.

Similar equations maybe developed for the
of stress modes with other types
Since the mathematical method of
sane in all cases, the equations
For a doubly symmetrical section
stress modes are delxrmined by

d2&
— -

dz2

where

of loading and
development of
will be merely

solution for the

spanwise distribution
symmetry conditions.
the equations is the
stated without proof.

mibjected to horizontal loading the

(94b)

For a doubly symmetrical section subjected to vertical loading the
stress modes are determined by. . /

d2gn c~nv
— -

k2gn = -q
dz2

where

cVn =
T

7Vjfjn

When a cross section has single symmetry about the x-axis, the
symmetrical ~tress modes are governed by equation (94b) while the

(94C)

(94d)

(94e)

-- — —-—— .
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antisymmetricalmodes are governed by the equation

~2
% cTnT cVnv—.

~z2 %.2%= -F-F
c

(gkf)

If the section has single symmetry about the y-tie, the symmetrical
modes are governed by equation (94d) while the antisymmetrical modes
are governed by the equation

d*gn
cTnT ?3nH—-

d~2 %2% = ‘~ - ~

When the cross section is completely unsymmetrical,
are governed

A convenient

and Cvn is

In each

by the following equation:

(94+!)

the stress modes

(94h)

method for calculating the section constants cq& c~9

given in appendix D.

Evaluation of Difference Term

of the equations for transverse stress, or displacement,
modes there appears a difference term of second order. This termtit
be expressed in algebrdic form before the stress modes can be determined.
The difference term has the form Aj (~fif j). In converting this dif-
ference quantityto algebraic form it is necessaryto express all sub-
scripts in terms of stiffeper nuuibers. The subscripts referring to
webs must be eliminated.

In figure k(b) there is shown a
section in which web a and web b are
The first-order difference quantity
in the following manner:

segment of an idealized stiffened
connected to the jth stiffener.
~f3 is expressed, over web a,

.

fj - fjq

The quantity f3~f3 becomes, for web a,

()%%fj ~= = %(j-1) (fj - fj-1)

—.—. ——-—— -—-———-—— ——.. ._.—
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For web b this quantity becomes

(wk’j)~=,=
In the above equations it should

~ j (j+l)pj+l- fj)

be noted that the single subscript on
the relative warping stiffness P has been replaced by a double sub-
script corresponding to the stiffeners at either end of the particular
web being considered.

The second-order difference quantity may now
following algebmic form:

where

The
the

be expressed in the

= ~j(j+l)fj+l - (~j~)fj + Pj(j-1)fj-1 (958)

(9>)

quantity Xj!3 is the sum
webs which connect to the

of the relative warping stiffnesses of
jth stiffener.

It maybe of some interest to note the algebraic form of the dif-
ference term when more than two webs comect to the stiffener as may
occur in multicell sections. In figure 6 there are three webs connected
to the jth stiffener. The assumed positive directions for all flow-
type quantities are
this case, becomes

()Aj %--fj =

indicated on the webs. The difference term, for

$k+fj)k=b - &kfj)~a - ~kqfj)k=c

~jmfm+ ~j(j+l)fj+l ()- Zj$ fj + Bj(j-1)fj-1 (96a)

where

‘j~ = ~j(j-1) + ‘j(j+l) + ‘jm (96b)

Modified Stiffnesses for Symmetrical Cross Sections -—.1,

In any idealized stiffened cross section the number of stress modes ,
will be equal to the number of stiffeners. For a section with n stif-
feners there will be three primary planar modes and n - 3 secondary .,,

/

—— —. --
.— — —-
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self-equilibratingmodes. For an unsymmetrical section equation (88) “
corresponds to n linear algebraic equations which may be solved to
obtain the stress modes. If a cross section has an axLs of symmetry,
the symmetrical and antisymetrical modes maybe computed from two
independent smaller systems of equations. The conditions of symmetry
may be conveniently incorporated into the equations by using modified
stiffness values for webs or stiffeners which lie on an axis of
symmetry.

As an example a section maybe considered which is symmetrical
about the y-atis and which has a web on the y-axLs as shown in figure 8.
The symmetricalmodes are governedby equation (86b) which maybe
written for every stiffener in the cross section. However, it is only
necessary to write this eg@tion for th stiffeners on one side of the
ads of symetry. For a symmetricalmode the axial displacements will
be uniform over the central web as shown in figure 8(a). The axial dis-
placement and normal stress willbe the same in stiffeners 3 and h.

If equation (86b) is written for stiffener 3, and equation (95a) is
substituted,the following equation maybe obtained:

7V3
-P34f4+(z3P)f3 - P32f2 -~

T
7Vjfj = X2a3f3 (97)

Assuming that a system of equations would be formed for all stiffeners
on the right side of the axis of symmetry, it becomes essential to
eliminate f4 from equation (97). Since f4 is equal to f3 it~Y

be replacedby f3 to obtain

P32f3
7V3

z- ~32f2 ‘~ ~ Yvjfj = L2a3f3

since

(98a)

(9t3b)

Equation (98a) could have been written inmediatelyby omitting the term
containing the stress value on the left side of the atis and assuming
the warping stiffness of web 34 to be zero as shown on the right-hand
side of figure 8(a).

II
In a similar manner the antisymmetricalmode maybe considered as

illustrated in figure 8(b). In this case it is found that the standard
stiffness value must be multiplied by a factor of 2 as indicated on the “
right-hand side of figure 8(b).

—. .——. —.— — —–— —. —-— —-
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The cross sections my have a stiffener on the afis of symmetry as
shown in figure 9. The equation which is associated with this stiffener
may be formed, for the symmetrical mode, by multiplying the stiffener
area by one-half as shown in figure 9(a) and omitting the term con-
taining the stress in the stiffener on the left side of the axis. If
there is a geometric discontinuityat this stiffener a factor of one-
half must be applied to this quantity. If there is an internal web
lying on the afis its stiffness must be multiplied by one-half.
Although the use of modified stiffnesses does protide some convenience,
the advantage of their use is not large since the symmetry conditions
are easy to apply. For a section with dotile symmetry it is only neces-
sary to consider the material of the cross section that is contained
within the first quadrant.

Algebraic Equations for Stress Modes in a Doubly &mmetrical Section

The bending and torsion modes for a doubly symmetrical section are
governed by equations (85b), (86a), and (86b). An equation for the
doubly symmetricalmodes, which are due to atial force, may be obtained .
from equation (80a) bya separation of the variables. An algebraic
form of the equations for the stress modes maybe obtained by replacing
the second-order difference termby its algebraic equivalent as given
byemtions (9!5)or (96).

For purposes of illustration a single-cell section maybe con-
sidered in which each stiffener till be connected to two webs. Typical
equations for the jth stiffener in each stress mode appear as follows:

(% )+j(j+l)fj+l + P - ajX2 fj - Bj(j-1)fj-1 = o

~ ~ 7~jfj = 0
(% )-Pj(j+l)fj+l + P - aj~2 fj - Pj(j-1)fj-1 + ~c

.3

h ~ yvjfj = o

( )‘~j(j+l)fj+l+ ~j~ - ajX2 fj - ~j(j-l)fj-l + AV j

(99a)

(9%)

(99C)

(99d)

.

.

.,

-— -——-
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Each of the above equations is a typical equation of a system of equa-
tions governing a particular type of mode. The number of equations in
each system depends upon the number of stiffeners in the first quadrant
having finite values of stress. The process of formation of similar
equations for sections having single symetry or without symetry is
obvious. Examples of the application of
cross sections are given in a subsequent

Matrix Forms of Equations

these equations to specific
section.

for Stress Modes

The stress modes for an unsymmetrical section are governed by
equation (88). In order to express the corresponding system of algebraic
equations it is convenient to introduce the notation of matrix algebra.
In order to make clear the meaning of each matrix symbol it is desirable
to show the matrices in expanded form. In order to avoid the necessity
of writing out large matrices the expanded matrices will be written for
an unsymmetrical four-flange section. The contracted matrix equations,
however, will have complete generality.

Before writing the equations it is useful to note that the summa-
tions which occur in equation (88) maybe expressed as scalar products
of vector?. If [f] indicates a column titrix, or column vector,
then [f] will indicate a row matrix or row vector. The prime is used
to indicate the transpose of a matr~. If [f] is a vector of stress-
mode ordinates, then [fl and rfl for a four-flange section are. .
given in expinded form-a;

Vectors of the
are defined by

[1f=

geometric discontinuities

Ed’=i%7T2
p,]’=pm%2

. .

= El f2 f3 q (loo)

associated with-the flanges

J7T3 7T4
(lOla)

17H3 7H4
(lOlb)

(101C)

—. .—.—. .— . . ..__ ____ —~ ————— .— -- _.—
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The summations which are contained in equation (88) may now be e~ressed
by the following scalar products: - “

~ 7~jfj = ~TJ’p]

~ 7Hjfj = [yH]’~]
il

Equation (88) may now be written in the following form:

Aj (%%f j) + A2ajfj +

Substituting equation
gives

%-%ml+%bllfl+$-w’ H =

(95a) and t~nsposing the term containing

() ‘~T]’~] -‘~j(j+l)fj+l + ‘j~ ‘j - ~j(j-l)fj-l - Ic

2%ITI-$w’rfl=‘2ajfj
In this equation the coefficients of the first three terms

(102a)

(102II)

(102C)

o (103)

~2

(104)

are
warping stiffnesses. These coefficients, for a four-flange beam, may
be arranged to form the following matrix;

[1B=

.,
Ii .

———
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The rows of this matrix contain the warping stiffnesses as they would
appear in the four algebraic equations for the stress modes. It May
also be noted that the subscripts correspond to the position of the
element in the matrix. This will be true for any cross section. The
diagonal element of the jth row is the sum of the stiffnesses of all
webs which connect to the jth stiffener. The nondiagonal nonzero
elements of the jth row are the individual stiffnesses of the webs con-
necting to the jth stiffener. From these considerations it is seen
that this matrix.canbe easily formed for any cross section from the
web dimensions.

On the right-hand side of equation (104) there appears the stif-
fener area. These areas maybe formed into the following diagonal
matrix:

[1A=
Z1 o 0

7
0

0

0

a2 o 0

0 a3 0 I

(106)

Lo 0 0 1ah

Using the definitions of equations (105) and (106), the systemof equa-
tions, corresponding to equation (104), maybe written in the following
matrix form:

FIH-&Hid’Pl-:Emm+l-:blhn+l=‘2N[fl
(107)

When a column vector is premultiplied by a row vector the result is
a scalar number. Hence the product maybe saidto be a scalar multipli-
cation. Examples of such products are given in equations (102). In
equation (107) it is seen that there are three terms in which column
vectors of geometric discontinuitiesare postmultiplied by row vectors
of the same geometric quantities. When a column vector is postmultiplied
by a row vector the result is a square matrix and the product maybe
called a matrix product of two vectors. It is convenient to introduce
matrix symbols for these products as follows:

.— .——. _ ..——— __ ._— ———— ——.—- — —-——
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13-1=Eiml’
In expanded form these matrices appear as follows for a
beam:

[1‘T “

[1‘H =

[1‘v =

—
2

‘T1

7T27T1

7T37Tl

7T47T1

.

7m2

7~Y~

7H37Hl

7H47iL
—

—

7n2

L7v47vl

NACA TN 2529

(108c)

four-flange

7T17T2

7T22

7m7w

7T47T2

7=7=

7W2

7H37H2

7H471Z2

7V17T2

7V22

7V37V2

7T17T3

7T27T3

7T32

7T47T3

7n7=

7H27H3

2

7H3

7H47H3

7n7n

7V27V3

2
7V3

7T17T4

7T27T4

7T37T4

7T42
—

—

7H17H4

7H27H4

7H37H4

2“
7H4 —

—

7v17v4

7V27V4

7V37V4

7V47V2 7V47V3
7V42

—

(109a)

(log’b)

‘\

(109C)

The formation of these matrices is obvious by inspection since the
mibscripts correspond to the position of the element in the matrix.

.

.

— — — —.——— ——
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Equation (107) may now be written in the following form:

61

cm]-$jm]-&klPl -
The vector [f] may be factored out on

r

the left-hand side to obtain

The matrices within the braces MY be combined to give this equation in
the form

[C][f] = A.~A][f] (llOa)

where

The matrices [A] and [C] are de~ndent solely upon the geometric
properties of the cross section. Convenient methods for computing the
elements of ~~1, ~~, and ~] are shown in appendix C. w
only information that is required for the &mputation of these latter
matrices is the coordinates of the stiffeners with respect to the prin-
cipal shear axis. Thus the properties of the cross section which enter
into the matrices [C] and [A] are the areas of the stiffeners, the
coordinates of the stiffeners, and the warping stiffnesses of the webs.

A few comments concerning numerical methods of soltiion of equa-
tions (110) may be worth while. It would seem, by analogy with vibration
problems, that the method of matrix itera~ could be applied after

multiplying through the equation by [A] . However, unfortunately, the
process proves to be divergent. If the matrices are reduced to eliminate
the planar modes, the iteration process will continue to be divergent.
There are seveml numerical methods which may be used to solve these
equations. However, a study of the relati~ merits of such methods is
an extensive project in itself ~d will not be treated herein.

Equations governing the stress modes in sections having single or
double symmetry till now be considered. From arguments similar to those
used to derive equations (110), two matrix equations my he obtained f
for the symmetrical and antisynmetricalmodes for a cross section which
is symmetrical about the x-axis as follows:

-. ———.—. . . ~—— -———- —.. — —— .—-— .—
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km= ‘21xlI.+1 (Symmetrical) (llla) ‘

km= ‘2P’EJ (Antisymmetrical) (lllb) -

where

k’=P]-w] -kc%] (llld)

If the cross section is symmetrical about the y-axis, eptions (llla)
and (lllb) may again be used with the following definitions of the
coefficient matrices:

IN= El -*H
(l12a)

E,]=p] - *pIi-l- ~~iil (lwb)
.

If the cross section has dotile symmtry, there are four types of modes
as determinedby the followlng matrix equations:

~JJ-f-J= x’p]~ (Symmetrical)

LIE]=‘2tmEl (Antisymetrical)

EilH =‘2Eml (Symmetricalabout

Em= ‘2E!IFI (Synm@tricalabout

where

llsl= r??]
[Ca]=~]-~~~

El= PI-*H

x-axis)

y-axis)

(llsa)

(l13b)

(113C)

(l13d)

(llse)

(llsf)

.

(llsg)
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(l13h)

For s~le cross sections algebraic solutions of equations (111), (112),
and (113) may be readily derived. A few examples are given in the
following section.

-les of Stress Modes and Section Constants

A few simple examples will be solved for the stress modes and
section constants. Four rectangular sections,
of stiffeners, and also a trapezoidal section,
rectangular sections will have do~le symmetry
section will have single symmetry.

having various numbers
will be considered. The
while the trapezoidal

Four~_nge section with double symmetry.- The dimensions-ofthe
section are indicated in.figure 10(a) and the web stiffnesses are shown
in figure 10(b). Since the section is doubly symmetrical it is only
necessary to consider the first quadrant with modified stiffnesses as
shown in figure 1O(C). In the case of a four-flange section there are
three planar modes and one secondary mode. The secondary mode is gov-
erned by equation (99b) which takes the following form:

47T1

()
ZIP fl - —

Ic (7TlfI)= ‘2a1fl

The coefficient of the first term is givenby

The geometric discontinuity is givenby (see appendix D)

The central moment of inertia is givenby (see appendix C)

(114)

(115)

(116)

(117)

- -—-— ———.. —— — —-—— ——- —— .——
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Inlrpectionof equation (114) shows
trary. Its value must be determined by

that the stress
the

expr&ssed by equations (89). The following

The remaining stresses are obtious from the
only remaining unlmown in equation (114) is

normalizing

NACAm 2529

f~ is arbi-
condition as

formula is obtained:

(118)

conditions of symnetry. The
the characteristic number k.

Substituting equations (115), (116), and (117) into equation (114) leads
to the following formula for A2: .

(119)

This formula was originally given by Grzedzielski (reference 2).

In order to determhe the spanwise variation of the stress mode it
is necessary to determine the section constant CT. This constant is

given by the following formula:

CT = F 7T jfj

It is also of interest to note the following
are obvious in this case:

(120)
~J

section properties which

(121)

Six-flange section with double symmdtry.- This section is illus-
trated in figure 11. There tie six stress modes of which three are
primary and three are secondary. The doubly symmetricalmodes will be
first considered. Only the first quadrant, as shown in figure n(b),
need be considered with modified stiffnesses as shown. Corresponding
to equation (99a) two equations.maybe written as follows:

— —
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The determinant of the coefficients
...“

1( )
P

2
12 - alx..

must vanish.

(122b)

(123)

Since the primary planar mode has the characteristic value A = O,
the expansion o

z
the above determinant must lead to an equation fich

is linear in X . This equation mybe immediately solved to give

()A2=$ ~+$
12 al

The determination of the secondary stress
solving for ‘2 in terms of fl. ‘TMs ~ybe

equation (124) into equation (122a) or (122b).

(@t)

mode consis”tsmerely of
done by substituting

It may also be done by
using the orthogonality condition between the primary and secondary
modes. After normalization the stresses thus obtained are

r

a2
fl=;

c
~

(125a)

s

r2*1
f2=-——

~ a2
(12~)

Four stress modes remain to be determined. There will be one
do~ly antisymmetricalmode. In this mode the stresses in stiffeners 2
and 5 will be zero. The section will thus behave as ,afour-flange sec-
tion under torsional loading and the formulas which have been previously
given maybe used to determine this mode. If the beam is subjected to
horizontal bending there will be one planar mode which maybe computed
from the flexure formula.

Under the action of vertical bending two stress modes will arise.
These modes will be symmetrical about the y-atis and antisymmetrical
about the x-axis. The essential stiffnesses are shown in figure 11(c).
The stresses are governed by the following two equations:

-— -. __ _. — -——— — —
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()
47n2

XIB fl - p~fg - — fl = L2alfl
‘v

(1.26a)

(126b)

When these equations are solved the normalized values of fl and f2
for the secondary mode are fo~d to be the same as given by equa-
tions (125). The value of X for the secondary mode is givenby
equation (124). In order to calculate the spanwise variation of the
secondary mode it is necessary to determine the section constant c~ .

Using equation (94e) this constant is found to have the value

(127)

Six-flange sections with double symmetry and two cells.- This cross
section is illustrated in figure 12. It differs from the previous cross
section by having an internal vertical shear web. .It may be readily
determined from symmetry conditions that five of the six stress modes
for this section are identically the same as for the previous section.
The mode which is different is the secondary mode due to vertical
bending. Since the mathematical methods of solution are the same as
before, the final formulas will be stated without derivation for the
secondary vertical bending mode only.

The characteristicnumber is givenby

(128)

The stiffness quantities Z1f3 and Z@ are modified stiffness values

as show-nin figure 12(c). They are given by the formulas

—. —

.

——-
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The normalized formulas for the stresses
tions (125). The section constant %2

I —

are again given by equa-
is given by

(129)

Eight-flange section with dotile symmetry.- This cross section is
illustrated in figure 13(a). There are two modes having each type of
symmetry. The stresses and characteristic number for the secondary mode
having double symmetry are obtained from equations (124) and (I-25)by

a2
substituting a2 for ~. The two doubly antisymmetricalmodes are

governed by the following equations:
.

()
7T1

ZIP fl -Slpfp -y- Z 7Tjfj = ‘2alfl
c j

(130a)

()
2

-P12fl + Z2D f2 = ka2f2

The characteristic equation is as follows:

(130b)

(131)

Both modes are secondary and it is necessary to solve a quadratic
X2equation in . Consequently no simple formulas can be given for

these two modes.

In the case of vertical bending there is one primary mode and one
secondarymode. For this secondary mode the stresses and characteristic
numbers are,agai~obtiined from equations (124) and (125) by substi-

n
tuting a2 for ~. The associated section constant CV2 is givenby

— ———. . ——
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(132)

The equations which govern the horizontal bending modes are as follows:

(133a)

-Pufl ()
+ & f2 =

The characteristic equation is ldneer in
the following

Orthogonally
the following

or

fOrnnlla:

A2=

between the
equation:

2
h a2f2 (~3b)

L2 and leads imnedi&ely to

( 134)

pr+imaryand secondary mode is expressed by

alxlfl + a2%f2 = 0

f2=- (%%)am fl

If the above formula is substituted into the
is found that the normalized stress fornmlas

.

——.

f_x2%2-——
1 FFalY

normalizing equation, it
me as follows:

(135a)

( 13!%)
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The associated

69

section constant Cum is given by
x

(H6)

Trapezoidal section.- This section is assumed to have single sym-
metry as shown in figure 14. The section properties AH and Av may

be immediately determined to be as follows:

Av = t14~4 + ‘23%3 +

The remaining section properties cannot be determined until the prin-
cipal shear ~es are ~cated. Because of symmetry it is only necessary
to locate the origin of the sxes. This is determined from equa-
tion (Tlb). This equation provides the following formula for the
coordinate of the first flange:

~ = #t23%3 - %2%4 ‘m “12) (~8)

This fomula may be obtained irmmliately by direct substitution into the
formulas given by Kirste (reference 5), Drymael (reference 8), or Duberg
(reference 18). The radii to the wall segments and the geometric dis-
continuities may now be computed.

Two of the stress modes are symmetrical about the x-axis. These
are p- modes due to axial force ~d mrizontal b~d@. me
remainimz two modes are antissmmetrical.about the x-axis. One of these
is a pr&ry mode and the oth& a secondary mode. The
modes are governed by the following equations:

()

7T1

E

7V1
Zlp fl - puf2 - —

Ic E7Tjfj - ~ j 7Vjfj
J

antisymmetrical

= alX2f~ (139a)

.

— —-— — -—— -— —. —--— .——.—. —
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The characteristic equation is linear
formula:

In the above equation the summations

NACA TN 229

in ?b2and yields the following

(lxp-%gti ) (140)
~21c AT

stiffnesses as illustrated in figure lhib). –

The stress values are most easily obtained from the orthogonality
condition which is expressed as follows:

alylf~ + a2y2f2 = O

or

f2 = ()aln fl

a2y2

The normalizing condition then gives the following specific stress
formulas: .

Y2 ag

‘1=——
J

al
x

The section properties CV2
and Cw are given by the formulas

( 141)

(142a)

( 142b )

(143a)

(lh3b)

...— ..—
—. —.—
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,

n

where

,

yn .

7W ‘

. —.

‘E ‘h %!2 - ’14

‘t23 - ‘3.2‘in %2

1T1 “ “u?% - ‘14t14

7T2 = ‘23t23 - ‘12t12

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A method of solution has
stresses in thin-walled beams
sections with corners require
the corners and have not been
ized difference equations for
offer definite advantages and

been obtained for

(143C) “

(143d)

(143e)

(143f)

determini.ngsecondary
of arbitrary cross section. ‘lkmocoque-
additional conditions of centinuity at
considered. The introduction of general-
the semimonocoque sections appears to
may prove to be useful h the analysis of

other types of structures. By using these clifference equations the
analysis for stiffened besms can be carried out in a manner exactly
parallel to the method of analytic functions for a single-cell
unstiffened besm.

Future researth study should consider elastic ribs for wings,
elastic stiffening rings for noncircular fuselages and the thick-
walled wing without ribs. It is possible that the natural stress modes
will be useful in such problems. An extension of the present theory to
swept beams is also a currently important problem. Although of lesser
practical importance, the effeet of secondsry stresses on vibration
frequencies may now be determined. Practical numerical methods of
computing the natural stress nmdes of stiffened sections should be
developed. A comparison of all available test data with accurate, as
well as approximate, solutions for secondsry stresses would be of
considerable interest.

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Calif., January 21, 1951

. ..— —— ..— _____ ___ —— ...—.
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APPENDIX A

DEFLECTIONS DUE TO PLANAR -S DISTRIBUTION

Equations
deflections:

(23) give the following relations between stresses and

(Al)

(A2)

The flexure formula defines a planar distribution of stresses as folhws:

(u)

It is necessary to express the centroidal coordinates ~ and ~
in equation (IQ) in terms of the coordinates x ad y with respect
to the principal shear axes. The relationship between the two coordi-
nate axes is shown in
may be shown that the
following e~ations:

figure 15.
coordinates

%=% +x
o

y=yo+x

I&cm the ge-&uetryof this figure it
of a point are related by the

Cos e -y Sine (A4)

Sine +ycose (A5)

The differentials dx, dy, and ds are related to the angle a
by the following fomnulas:

w

1
—=sina
ds

dx
—=cosa
ds

(A6)

It is necessary to determine aufis to substitute into equa-
tions (Al) and (A2). Differentiating equation (&l) gives
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(A7)

Differentiating equations (A4) snd (A5) gives

dzdx dy
~cose.m sine—=_

ds

Substituting equations (A6) into equations (A8) and (A9) gives

~=cosacose
w

Sinasille

6—–cosasine+sin acose*.–

(M)

<,(A9)

(Alo)

(All)

Substituting equations (AIO) and (All)

au ~cos aces Q -x=% sin a sin e) +

into equation (AT) gives

&cos asine +sinacos 19)

(A12)

The integral contained in equation (Al) may now be evaluated as follows:

f

M
~cosa~ds=~

$~% cos a(cos a cos 6’- sin a sin 19)ds +

%

f
q% cos a(cos a sin I!3+ sin a cos e) ds (A1.3)

TWO of the four integrals on the right-hand side vanish because of the
definition of the Qcation of the principal shear sxes as expressed by
equation (15c). The integral takes the following value:

(A14)

.

. . . .. . .— —.-—— .. ____ _—...._ ——. — _—— —.
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Similarly the integral in equation (A2) may be shown to have the
following value:

(A1.5)

Equations (A.14)snd (A15) may now be substituted into equa-
tions (Al) and (A2) to obtain the following fornmlas for deflections:

d% ?E_— -
g= GA=

.

d% PV—=-— +
dz2 ‘%

These equations are given in ‘the

~.tie ~ cos e
“II - “,lX

Y

text as equations (25).

(A17)

.

-—. —.—
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APPENDIX B

EFFECTS OF SYMMETRY OF CROSS S~TION

.

.

The axial displacements in an unsymmetrical cross section sre
governed by equation (20a). From considerations of symmetry it is
possible to replace this equation by four equations of shpler fo?xn.
It is well-known that solutions to structural probkns involving one
independent vsriable can be divided into symmetrical and antisyrmnetrical
parts when the structure is symmetrical. In the case of a besm with a
cross section having double symmetry, stice the transverse distribution
of stresses or Misplacements on a cross section depends on two inde-
pendent vsriables, the solutions may be divided into four parts or com-
ponents. The four components of a function will be indicated, in the
present appendix only, by subscripts defined as follows:

a antisymmetrical about both sxes

s symmetrical

x symmetrical

Y symmetrical

The stresses and
be expressed in terms

akout both sxes

about x-axis

about y-axis

displacementswhich occur on a cross section may
of their components as follows:

T = ‘a + ‘s

1
+TX+TY

fs. aa+a$+ax+a
Y

E= Ea+E6+Ex+Ey
(Bl)

w =Wa+ws+wx +-wJY
Three geometrical quantities r, cos a, and sin a, enter into the
analysis. For a section with double symmetry these quantities have the
following symmetry properti&:

r + Symmetrical-about both axes

cos a ~ Symmetrical about y-axis

sin u + Symmetrical about x-axis

..— -- — ..__ .—. —___ .. . .
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The
are

symuetry properties of the derivatives of these geometric quantities
readily seen to be as follows:

—

a+s
d COS

d sin

+ Antisymmetrical about both axes

a/ds ~ Symmetrical about x-axis

a/ds j Symmetrical *out y-axis

It is now necessary to determine the
second derivative of w with respect to
the second derivative may be indi~ated as

If a function
having double

havingdouble symmetry is
antisymmetry is.produced,

symnetry properties of the
s. The four components of
follows:

(s)..+($), (B2) ;

clifferentiated once, a function
and vice versa. E a function

which is syxmwtrical about thb x-sxis is differentiated once, a function
is obtained which is symmetrical about the y-sxis, and tice versa.
However, if a function &s a particular type of symmetry, the second

.

derivative of the function will have the same type of symmetry. Con-

a2w
s equently the four components of —

as2
can be written in terms of the

four components of w as follows:

()a2w _ a2wa

()

a2w
a%s

Z? aB2

1

2s=s
a

()

a%xa2w_
()

a%a2w. Y
Z a82 S7y as2

x

(B3)

~ addition it is necessary to consider the integrals which appear
in equation (20a). After an integration by parts the integrand of each
integral contains the product of a geometric property and the axial
displacement. The only component of the sxial displacementwhich con-
tributes a finite quantity to the value of a given integral is that
ccimponentwhich has the ssme symmetry as the geometric property
appearing in the integral. From this considerationthe three integrals
are seen to have the folJming values:

—. ———. -
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.

$ aw $
awx

‘wcosa? G*= ‘wcos a%-* } (B4)

It is now possible to consider the symmetry properties of each
temn in equation (20a). The first two terns have four components as
defined by equations (Bl), (B2), and (B3). Each of the r~ terms
has only one type of symmetry which may be determined from the symmetry
properties of the derivatives of the geometric propetiies of the cross
section. The sum of the terms on the left side of equation (20a)
having a particular type of symmetry ut be equal to the term on the
right side having that same type of symmetry. This permits the writing
of four equations corresponding to the four types of symmetry as shown
below.

Symmetrical about both cmes:

Antis~etric& about both

Symmetrical

a%a %Elaa

—+——

as2 G ~z2

about x-axis:

axes:

Symmetrical about y-axis:

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

(E8)

-——- .—— — —-— -———- -——.. .----— —. .———
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A corresponding set of four equations for normal stresses is readily
obtainable.

The displacement distribution governed by equation (B5) is due to
the action of an axial force only. Methods for the solution of this
elliptic equation are well-known. The problem is mathematically equiva-
lent to a flat rectangular plate tith transverse stiffeners of infinite
stiffness and with sidesway prevented. Equations (E6), (B7), and (E8)
are given in the text as equations (27) with the subscripts omitted for
convenience. ‘l?hemibscripts which appear in equations (B5) to (B8)
show clesrly the particular component of the displacementwhich is
associated with each type of external loading. Prom the differential
equations which relate T, a, and ~ to w it is possible to deter-
mine which component of T, a, or !5 occurs with a particular type of
loading on a beam with doubly symmetrical cross section.

When a cross section is symmetrical about one axis only, the solu-
tion for an unknown may be divided into symmetrical sd antisymmetrical
parts only. For a cross section which is symmetrical about the x-sxis
only, the geometrical properties of the cross section have the following
symmetry properties:

r ~ Symmetrical about x-axis

cos a + Antisymmetrical abut x-axis

sin a + Symmetrical about x-axis

dr/ds ~ Antisymmetrical about x-axis

d cos a/ds j Symmetrical about x-axis

d sin a/ds ~ Antisynm&rical about x-axis

By using arguments shilar to those used for the doubly symmetrical
section, it is found that equation (20a), for the general cross section,
sepsrates into the following two equations for sections which are sym-
metrical about the x-sxis:

.

a2wsxE t a2wsx ldcosa

$

H dcosa.— -. ~cosa~m.-% ~ (B9)
as2

‘Gaz2~ds
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.

.

Tdr V dsina
~=-q ds (B1O)

In these equations the subscripts sx and ax indicate symmetry snd
antisymmetry, respectivel.y,about the x-axis. Equations (B9) and (B1O)
are given without stiscripts as equations (29) in the text.

lh a similsr manner it may be shown that, for the case of a section
which is symmetrical about the y-axis, the general equation separates
into the following

3%8Y + E I #Wsy

a82 ~57-

two equations:

ld sina
~ds $ h

k3Ya8=-&yL
‘in a7G- (B1l.)

Tdr Hdcosa
-q S-q ds

(B12)

These equations are given without subscripts in the text as equations (30).

———-——.— .- ._. _ -—— -— —. .. —___ __ —.
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Almmmxc

SEEARING SECTION PROPERTIES FOR Smm!mEDSEKXIOIVS

Referring to figure 16(a), the kth web is shown to extend from
stiffener a to stiffener b. The length of this web & has a hori-
zontal component given by Xa - xb, or +3 and a vertical com-

ponent yb - ya, or ~yl. The trigonometric functions of the
.

angle ~ may thus be written as

(cl)

fm%=$4-Yj (C2)

The shear resistant areas are defined by equations (72b) and (T2c).
They may thus be computmi from the follbwing formulss:

(C3)

(C4)

In order to develop a convenient formula for computing the central
moment of inertia it is necessary to define the “central area” which
may be associatedwith the kth web. The central srea & is illustrated
in figure 16(b). It may be defined as the srea of the triangle formed
by the kth web and the two radial lines drawn to the origin of the
principal shear axes from the ends of the kth web. The radius rk is
related to the coordinates of the stiffeners by the following equations:

~=xasinak-yacos~

—
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Substituting equations (Cl) and (C2) gives

The mea
feners by the

(=~xY )Lk ab-ya%

81

(C5)

& may now be related to the coordinates of the stif-
following equations:

~ ‘ ‘k% = ‘ay_ - ya~ (c6)

This formula may be written as a determinant.

‘a ‘b
.

~k = (C7)

Ya m

The formula for the central moment of inertia is given by equation (l’2a)
and may now be computed from

Ic=~
k

the following

%%%2 = x
k

formula:

(wk)2& (c8) ~

. . .
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Am?ENmx

GEXMETRIC DISCONTINOITIES

D

OF CROSS SECTION

Reference may be made to figure h(b) where the jth stiffener lies
between web a and web b. The geometric discontinuites,which are
defined at the stiffeners, are given by equations (~). The discon-

‘titity 7Hj
is defined by

YHj = Aj~ =
Aj(!k Cos %)

This may be written as

Yu=~cosc&tacos aa

Substituting equation (Cl) gives

b ta
7Hj = ~ ~ j+l - ‘j) - K(XS - ‘j-j

()=Pj(j+l)xj+l - ~j~ Xj + Pj(j-1)xj-1

From equation (D2) it is seen that the column vector
by equation (10lb) may be computed from the following

[’d=-EM

where

w“b””=xil “
The matrix LB] is defined for a four-flange

E~ation (D3) is also app~cable to multicell
arguments the discontinuity 7

Vj iS found to

formliLa:

hj = ~j(j+l)yj+l -- (zjP)Yj +

section

(Dl)

(D2)

[7~asdefined
matrix formula:

(D3)

in equation (105).

sections. From similsr
be given by the following

~j(j-1)yj-1 (w)

——
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.

The column vector [17V is given by the equation

b]=-Pm]

where

[i’]’‘ ~,y2 ● ● ● q

(m)

The di6COIltiIIUityy~j is defined by the following formula:

7Tj = ‘j‘Tk = ‘j(tkrk)

Introducing the central area Ak giVeS

(r%)

(m’)

The squsre matrices
IN hi]’ ‘d H

are most readily computed

from their definitions as given by equations (1o8) after the column

vectors
~T~’ ~~’ud ~Vlhavebeen cOti”t~O

The section constants Cm, C=, snd Cvn, corresponding to the

nth stress mode, may be immediately computed

cTn‘x 7Tjfjn
s

EcHn = j 7Hjfjn

c
Vn = x yvjfJn

s

from the formlas

.
—-—.—. ——. .—.— —.—— .—
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APPENDIX E

SUMMATION BY PARTS FOR STIFFENED SECTIONS

The sunrnationby psrts which is to be justified is given hy equa-
tions (78) and has the following form:

(El)

The proof will be given for a very simple multicell section. The sec-
tion to be considered is shown in figure 17. It has two cellE and four
stiffeners. The webs and stiffeners sre mmibered and the positive
direction of flow-type quantities is shown. “

The first summation of equation (El) may be expanded in the
following manner:

Pl(h- W4) + P2(W2 - WJ + P3p3 - @

‘l’he terms on the right-hand side may now be
manner:

+ P4(W4 - W3) + P5pl - W3)

arranged in the following

‘FWkWj (=WI pl.- P2 + q +W2(P2 - P3) +

‘3(P3 - ‘4 - q + W4(P4 - PJ (E2)

.

The smmstion which occurs on the right-hand side of equation (El)
may be expanded as follows:
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If equation (E2)
equation (El) is

“.jAjPk‘ “A% + “ZWIS + “3A3PIS+ %’%

(=w1p2-pl-
%) (

+w2p3- P2) +

W3(P4 + P5 - P3) + W4(P1 - pi (E3)

is now compared with eoyation (E3), it is seen that
valid. It is clem that the aigument could be applied

t; sections having any finite number of cells or stiffeners since no
new element would be brought into the problem by increasing the number
of cells or stiffeners.

-.:

.

.

. .. —.— —... ...— —______ .__= _____ ._ ————— —. —— ——. —z —..
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Figure 1.-Coordinate s~stem .
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Y

t

-x

z
(a)Differential eiemen-t.

t

a-ztwds

ds

1[-11
d= Ttw dz

1(0-=+=am’dz tWds)

(b) Axial forces.

~tWds

-T--tW

@Wds

,
(c) Tangential fOrCeS- (d) Normal forces .

Figure Z.- Forces acting on a wall element.
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Y
t

(a) Due to rotation.

.

Y I
(b) Due to vertical translation .

t= u Cos Cc

+,
\\

(c) Due to horizontal translation

Figure 3.- Tangential displacements -

— —
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Flange

(a) True section.

j+l

k b
Q

(b) Idealized section.

Figure 4.- Idealization of beam cross section.

-.
.

~“.: ..’

—..—————.————.________ .——-. —-———
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P
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J

(a)Singularities.

w

I 1 , I

i 1 d i
1 I cI

m

k

(b) Step function

s

Wa

(c) Broken - line function.

Figure 5.- Typical functions for ideal zed sect ens.

.

.
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qb j
j+l

m

Figure 6.- Shear flows at j+h stiffener.
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Figure 7.- Forces actin
?

on a differential
ieng+h o a stiffener.

.
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P
3

2

(a)symmetrical ‘case.

Y’ ‘

Y

p%

o----
3

2

Y

(b) Antisymmetrical case.

Figure 8.- Modified warping s+iffness.
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a

x

Summetricai

Y

(b) Antisymmetrical

L x

0

x

case.

Figure 9.- Stiffness modifications
for a central flange.
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I b I

(a)

Y

(b)

Figure IO.- Four -f Iange section .
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(c) “
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.
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Y

k~@IZ a,
z I10

x

(b) Double
(a)Stiffnessee. symmetry.

.q@zf;,,6=x

(c) Single
sym-metry
about y-axis .

Figure Il. - Six-flange section.

.
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Paz ,2 a,

EEII

3 21

~25 P’
4 5 6 ‘G

(a) Sf;ffnesses.

91 “

(b) Double
symmetry.

jyy;,6=x

(c)Single
symmetry
about y-axis ,

Figure 12.- Six-flange section with two cells.
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Y+

(a>Stiffnesses..

(b) Double sgmmetrg.

‘\8

Y

(c) Double Antisgmme+ry

Figure 13.- Eight-flange section.
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Y

(a) (b)

Figure 14- Trapezoidal section.
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Figure 15.-Relative positions o-f coordinate axes.
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Yf

(a) Coordinates of web.

b

\

4
/

/
‘ A~ a//-
//

0 x

(b) central area.

Figure 16.- Geometric properties associated
wi+h k+h web.
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Figure 17.-Elementary section <with two ceils.

NACA- bimw field, VA.
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